
My meditations on theMy meditations on the
society beginning from thesociety beginning from the
economic and social crisis.economic and social crisis.
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only in English language here...only in English language here...

>Guide to reading: they are 23 independent states of thought separated in >Guide to reading: they are 23 independent states of thought separated in 
the document by interruptions of rules, but they have all one common the document by interruptions of rules, but they have all one common 
leitmotiv!<leitmotiv!<

1)1) The crisis we are living in Italy is not the same one perceived The crisis we are living in Italy is not the same one perceived
in France, in Spain or in USA. The west is not equal everywhere,in France, in Spain or in USA. The west is not equal everywhere,
so the analysts should be careful not to make of the whole grassso the analysts should be careful not to make of the whole grass
a  bundle  when  they  spread  dark  information  on  the  mass-a  bundle  when  they  spread  dark  information  on  the  mass-
media’s common channels. Today's Italy doesn't have anythingmedia’s common channels. Today's Italy doesn't have anything
equal  with Italy of  the famous roaring years as the years '30,equal  with Italy of  the famous roaring years as the years '30,
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years  when the  world  powers  have  a  different  sense  to  makeyears  when the  world  powers  have  a  different  sense  to  make
economy and, well or badly, they shared the same channels ofeconomy and, well or badly, they shared the same channels of
commerce and the enterprise up to, when they are not militarilycommerce and the enterprise up to, when they are not militarily
faced and to  when,  at  the  end of  world  war  II,  the  defeatedfaced and to  when,  at  the  end of  world  war  II,  the  defeated
powers have owed to re-write theirs "laws." For "laws" I intendpowers have owed to re-write theirs "laws." For "laws" I intend
for Italy the '48’s constitutional paper and the norms and thefor Italy the '48’s constitutional paper and the norms and the
uses and customs concerning the job. The Italian Constitutionuses and customs concerning the job. The Italian Constitution
speaks that the new Italian Republic founds upon the job, but aspeaks that the new Italian Republic founds upon the job, but a
job otherwise interpreted by the survivors of the war: Italy wasjob otherwise interpreted by the survivors of the war: Italy was
separated by the Constitution in so many regions managed by soseparated by the Constitution in so many regions managed by so
many regional,  provincial  and town juntas  that  they mirroredmany regional,  provincial  and town juntas  that  they mirrored
inside so many political divisions of new Parliament in Rome,inside so many political divisions of new Parliament in Rome,
divisions fomented by hate of whom belonged to armed groupsdivisions fomented by hate of whom belonged to armed groups
that confronted hardly after the Anglo-American invasion. All ofthat confronted hardly after the Anglo-American invasion. All of
us  know that  in  Italy  there  was  civil  war  for  years  after  theus  know that  in  Italy  there  was  civil  war  for  years  after  the
armistice of general Badoglio. All know that, also those peoplearmistice of general Badoglio. All know that, also those people
that have not studied it to school, in fact everybody rememberthat have not studied it to school, in fact everybody remember
about conversations with own grandparents, survivors of war. Inabout conversations with own grandparents, survivors of war. In
Italy a clear vision of politics is never had; politics has been usedItaly a clear vision of politics is never had; politics has been used
always by a great crowd of individuals to build above all so manyalways by a great crowd of individuals to build above all so many
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undue wealths for their self and the family against whom wasundue wealths for their self and the family against whom was
forced  for  a  piece  of  bread  to  work  hard  in  the  countryforced  for  a  piece  of  bread  to  work  hard  in  the  country
reconstruction effort.  Who was forced for hunger to work, hereconstruction effort.  Who was forced for hunger to work, he
didn't disdain the easy money of gangsterism that was fed, alas,didn't disdain the easy money of gangsterism that was fed, alas,
also by powerful political groups. Today this state of things isalso by powerful political groups. Today this state of things is
unbearable and it has also come up because the whole army ofunbearable and it has also come up because the whole army of
petty politicians and their accomplices are found in situation topetty politicians and their accomplices are found in situation to
be  controlled  by  foreign  countries,  that  obviously  intendbe  controlled  by  foreign  countries,  that  obviously  intend
otherwise politics and they have different relationships with theirotherwise politics and they have different relationships with their
supporting  people.  Therefore,  the  Italian  economic-financial-supporting  people.  Therefore,  the  Italian  economic-financial-
institutional-social crisis has origins in the postwar period and itinstitutional-social crisis has origins in the postwar period and it
is also fed in the years with world level political breaking, duringis also fed in the years with world level political breaking, during
the cold war years, war among nuclear superpowers. The laws,the cold war years, war among nuclear superpowers. The laws,
the  norms,  the  intentions,  written  in  the  years  by  self-styledthe  norms,  the  intentions,  written  in  the  years  by  self-styled
teachers, are beautiful to be read because they are pervaded by anteachers, are beautiful to be read because they are pervaded by an
ethical moral almost noble and Christian spirit,  instead in theethical moral almost noble and Christian spirit,  instead in the
reality Italian young people have inherited a "Tower in Babel", inreality Italian young people have inherited a "Tower in Babel", in
which  everything  that  has  been  written  serves  only  to  throwwhich  everything  that  has  been  written  serves  only  to  throw
smoke in eyes to the more weak and sensitive ones and to allowsmoke in eyes to the more weak and sensitive ones and to allow
criminals  to become wealthy,  to enjoy and to rejoice of  othercriminals  to become wealthy,  to enjoy and to rejoice of  other
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people's  poverties.  The  most  intelligent  young  people,  then,people's  poverties.  The  most  intelligent  young  people,  then,
ascertaining as me this state of things, sell all they have got andascertaining as me this state of things, sell all they have got and
they run away to foreign countries abandoning family, affectionsthey run away to foreign countries abandoning family, affections
and all  of their friends. The Italian emigrants are million andand all  of their friends. The Italian emigrants are million and
they count already since the famous 1861’s Italy Unity, mainly inthey count already since the famous 1861’s Italy Unity, mainly in
the South depth and in my lands. For you why are they run awaythe South depth and in my lands. For you why are they run away
in  mass  by  a  beautiful,  perfumed and solar  land like  Italy???in  mass  by  a  beautiful,  perfumed and solar  land like  Italy???
They run away from the scoundrels… from those people thatThey run away from the scoundrels… from those people that
make them enslaved, they subdue them, they castrate them, theymake them enslaved, they subdue them, they castrate them, they
destroy  them  mentally  with  laws  of  a  peculator  and  swindledestroy  them  mentally  with  laws  of  a  peculator  and  swindle
system. An example to make you understand is that of famoussystem. An example to make you understand is that of famous
expropriations  of  agricultural  grounds  to  build  edifices  andexpropriations  of  agricultural  grounds  to  build  edifices  and
senseless public works: in the postwar period they gave a bit ofsenseless public works: in the postwar period they gave a bit of
money to land owners for cementing and destroying work forcemoney to land owners for cementing and destroying work force
and incomes of cultivated fields. And today, through the modernand incomes of cultivated fields. And today, through the modern
culture of mass, they destroy, in young people, the agriculturalculture of mass, they destroy, in young people, the agricultural
entrepreneurial spirit and not only this, also regarding who mustentrepreneurial spirit and not only this, also regarding who must
cheerfully  work  the  fields  to  produce  the  fruits:  today  Italycheerfully  work  the  fields  to  produce  the  fruits:  today  Italy
prefers to import and to pay to foreign States all the alimentaryprefers to import and to pay to foreign States all the alimentary
commodities that are drawn by fields works and in the Northcommodities that are drawn by fields works and in the North
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they keep on teasing the Southerners as "Terroni" in the way ofthey keep on teasing the Southerners as "Terroni" in the way of
invading Piedmonteses on the legitimate Kingdom Of the Twoinvading Piedmonteses on the legitimate Kingdom Of the Two
Sicilies.  In United Italy it has always been spread both in theSicilies.  In United Italy it has always been spread both in the
schools and on the newspapers and then in TV the hate for theschools and on the newspapers and then in TV the hate for the
work,  the  honest  and productive  job  in  the  fields  and in thework,  the  honest  and productive  job  in  the  fields  and in the
factories:  for  this  motive  our  industries  in  all  the  sectors  arefactories:  for  this  motive  our  industries  in  all  the  sectors  are
neither  productive,  neither  competitive  in  the foreign marketsneither  productive,  neither  competitive  in  the foreign markets
and  for  the  Italian  is  easier  to  steal  that  to  work  honestly,and  for  the  Italian  is  easier  to  steal  that  to  work  honestly,
because who respects the written moral codes, he is not able inbecause who respects the written moral codes, he is not able in
any way to live a life like a cinema Star and his women cannotany way to live a life like a cinema Star and his women cannot
be the princesses on the "pea" like as in the Savoia’s time.be the princesses on the "pea" like as in the Savoia’s time.
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2)2) The Italian State is currently clogged because it must give to The Italian State is currently clogged because it must give to
eat to an army of million and million of public employees, thateat to an army of million and million of public employees, that
are  employed  in  local  corporates  like  regions,  provinces  andare  employed  in  local  corporates  like  regions,  provinces  and
communes, in the sanitary sector and of the justice and in thecommunes, in the sanitary sector and of the justice and in the
armed corps and of  police  that,  as you know well,  they havearmed corps and of  police  that,  as you know well,  they have
different organizations. The beautiful one is that the State must,different organizations. The beautiful one is that the State must,
not only, pay the lavish salaries to whom works still, but it mustnot only, pay the lavish salaries to whom works still, but it must
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also pay the lavish pensions to those people have worked in thealso pay the lavish pensions to those people have worked in the
public service back in the years. And you must know that backpublic service back in the years. And you must know that back
in  the  years  the  government  employees  were  even  morein  the  years  the  government  employees  were  even  more
numerous  because  they  were  also  employed  in  the  railwaynumerous  because  they  were  also  employed  in  the  railway
transports  and  on  rubber  as  the  buses,  in  thetransports  and  on  rubber  as  the  buses,  in  the
telecommunications,  in  the  energetic  services  etc.  that  as  youtelecommunications,  in  the  energetic  services  etc.  that  as  you
know they were government corporates.  But it seems that theknow they were government corporates.  But it seems that the
privatization  of  these  government  corporates  served  by  theprivatization  of  these  government  corporates  served  by  the
preceding Governments has not done anything else other than topreceding Governments has not done anything else other than to
clog the bureaucratic and swindle machine of the Italian State.clog the bureaucratic and swindle machine of the Italian State.
The public or government employee, as we wanted to call him,The public or government employee, as we wanted to call him,
has maintained always his characteristics in the years also underhas maintained always his characteristics in the years also under
the center  right  governments.  Its  peculiar  characteristic  is  thethe center  right  governments.  Its  peculiar  characteristic  is  the
recommendation  that  he  shows  off  in  beginning  from  therecommendation  that  he  shows  off  in  beginning  from  the
schools, also those elementary. The recommendation allows himschools, also those elementary. The recommendation allows him
in  the  school  to  receive  high  votes  without  making  excessivein  the  school  to  receive  high  votes  without  making  excessive
efforts.  These  votes,  then,  will  serve  to  him  like  score  toefforts.  These  votes,  then,  will  serve  to  him  like  score  to
overcome  the  famous  public  contests  through  which  he  willovercome  the  famous  public  contests  through  which  he  will
become manager or employed of State: however he will show offbecome manager or employed of State: however he will show off
always his recommendations and also politic influences to havealways his recommendations and also politic influences to have
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the best on the other competitors that want the same fixed place.the best on the other competitors that want the same fixed place.
The government employee is strong because he mainly belongsThe government employee is strong because he mainly belongs
to a people protected by the labor unions and the left. All theto a people protected by the labor unions and the left. All the
government ones are  to the origin of  the bureaucracy,  of  thegovernment ones are  to the origin of  the bureaucracy,  of  the
taxes and greedy fines that we must sustain, of the jam of thetaxes and greedy fines that we must sustain, of the jam of the
enterprises job, of the banking and financial crisis that our poorenterprises job, of the banking and financial crisis that our poor
Italian  State  is  facing.  The  solution  of  a  good  Government,Italian  State  is  facing.  The  solution  of  a  good  Government,
worthy we call such, should be to reduce of 50% all the expensesworthy we call such, should be to reduce of 50% all the expenses
of the government ones and the useless public resources and alsoof the government ones and the useless public resources and also
harmful  for  the  one  who  works  in  firms,  in  handicraftharmful  for  the  one  who  works  in  firms,  in  handicraft
enterprises,  in  individual  enterprises,  in  factories  etc.:  Whatenterprises,  in  individual  enterprises,  in  factories  etc.:  What
benefit do public services do to whom works in the middle of thebenefit do public services do to whom works in the middle of the
road?  Are  we  sure  to  speak  of  benefit  or  of  damage?  Theroad?  Are  we  sure  to  speak  of  benefit  or  of  damage?  The
Spending Review of the Prime Minister Monti is too much timidSpending Review of the Prime Minister Monti is too much timid
for me: It should reduce of 50% the government personnel andfor me: It should reduce of 50% the government personnel and
the expenses of all the local corporates, of the Asl (sanitary firms)the expenses of all the local corporates, of the Asl (sanitary firms)
and of the whole health sector, of the Justice and of all the courtsand of the whole health sector, of the Justice and of all the courts
(trying to complete  civilian & penal  processes  that  have been(trying to complete  civilian & penal  processes  that  have been
lasting for decades), to reform the schools and the universitieslasting for decades), to reform the schools and the universities
(the Italian education teaches only to commit suicide and to steal(the Italian education teaches only to commit suicide and to steal
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the next one), to reorganize the corps of police and also thosethe next one), to reorganize the corps of police and also those
armies  and  to  aim  to  a  common  military  objective  in  thearmies  and  to  aim  to  a  common  military  objective  in  the
Mediterranean sea, together with other States of the EuropeanMediterranean sea, together with other States of the European
union;  and above all  the State  must  protect  and favor  youngunion;  and above all  the State  must  protect  and favor  young
people that want be united for making industry, even though ofpeople that want be united for making industry, even though of
agricultural purposes. The government employees produce onlyagricultural purposes. The government employees produce only
attrition to the Italian economic rush.attrition to the Italian economic rush.

3)3) Considering the real actual situation of High finance, for you Considering the real actual situation of High finance, for you
today who is able to use to his advantage the income, the profittoday who is able to use to his advantage the income, the profit
and the earnings??? For me only one who is able to steal! :(and the earnings??? For me only one who is able to steal! :(

4)4) Italy originates mainly upon the Betrayal incoming already by Italy originates mainly upon the Betrayal incoming already by
the famous Unity of Italy of that accursed year 1861. They havethe famous Unity of Italy of that accursed year 1861. They have
been all  traitors those have allowed the landing in Marsala ofbeen all  traitors those have allowed the landing in Marsala of
Joseph Garibaldi and his thousand, but those thousand were notJoseph Garibaldi and his thousand, but those thousand were not
only of regular troops as the books of school want we believe it.only of regular troops as the books of school want we believe it.
Infact  there  were  hordes  of  Barbaric  demons  amongInfact  there  were  hordes  of  Barbaric  demons  among
Piedmonteses, Hungarians, Russians and above all English corps,Piedmonteses, Hungarians, Russians and above all English corps,
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all  to  the  command  of  the  Freemasonry  of  the  epoch.  Theall  to  the  command  of  the  Freemasonry  of  the  epoch.  The
traitors of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies are those have madetraitors of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies are those have made
then in  the  whole  South  Italy  the  criminal  organizations  likethen in  the  whole  South  Italy  the  criminal  organizations  like
racket  (Camorra),  mafia,  that,  using  contrarily  all  the  tenracket  (Camorra),  mafia,  that,  using  contrarily  all  the  ten
commandments of the Ancient Will, aroused fear and producedcommandments of the Ancient Will, aroused fear and produced
confusion  to  all  the  "farmers"  (agriculturists,  breeders  ofconfusion  to  all  the  "farmers"  (agriculturists,  breeders  of
livestock, etc.) they lived with their numerous families in "farms"livestock, etc.) they lived with their numerous families in "farms"
(houses  of  three  floors  with  staircases  and  ample  cultivated(houses  of  three  floors  with  staircases  and  ample  cultivated
ground  around  and  stalls  for  animals,  like  as  the  today'sground  around  and  stalls  for  animals,  like  as  the  today's
American "range"). Once chased the King Borbone from NaplesAmerican "range"). Once chased the King Borbone from Naples
who received kindly the tributes by these farmers  and all  thewho received kindly the tributes by these farmers  and all  the
workers between the merchants and the commerce, His Majestyworkers between the merchants and the commerce, His Majesty
of  Savoia  Vittorio  Emanuele  II  seized  them  every  good  andof  Savoia  Vittorio  Emanuele  II  seized  them  every  good  and
wealth  and  then,  by  his  guards,  demanded  with  powerwealth  and  then,  by  his  guards,  demanded  with  power
conspicuous  tributes,  also  because  the  government  of  Cavourconspicuous  tributes,  also  because  the  government  of  Cavour
alleged that Italy had to destroy delinquency, which obviouslyalleged that Italy had to destroy delinquency, which obviously
used for the control of the new Kingdom of Italy. This type ofused for the control of the new Kingdom of Italy. This type of
delinquency is also at the base of Fascism that you know it hasdelinquency is also at the base of Fascism that you know it has
destroyed the Italy of the Savoia; we can say that it is a Masonicdestroyed the Italy of the Savoia; we can say that it is a Masonic
method that the Savoias have learned by the English Royals formethod that the Savoias have learned by the English Royals for
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psychologically subduing the populations they lived in peace andpsychologically subduing the populations they lived in peace and
they flourished. The technique was to arouse terror, subjection,they flourished. The technique was to arouse terror, subjection,
to violate them, to destroy their religious creeds for putting histo violate them, to destroy their religious creeds for putting his
new ones like as the perverse liberal principles. But above all thenew ones like as the perverse liberal principles. But above all the
soldiers  of  the  Savoia  and  then  of  the  Fascists  violated  thesoldiers  of  the  Savoia  and  then  of  the  Fascists  violated  the
unarmed  women  of  the  family  for  definitely  subduing  theirunarmed  women  of  the  family  for  definitely  subduing  their
fathers,  brothers,  the  bridegrooms,  etc.,  even  coming  tofathers,  brothers,  the  bridegrooms,  etc.,  even  coming  to
physically castrate some, over psychologically as their successorsphysically castrate some, over psychologically as their successors
make today with all of us. But the beautiful one of this peculator,make today with all of us. But the beautiful one of this peculator,
sexist culture, we say primitive, inherited by the English troops,sexist culture, we say primitive, inherited by the English troops,
it has brought the Fascists to take in hostage the Savoia Kingit has brought the Fascists to take in hostage the Savoia King
Vittorio Emanuele III, to be reduced us in slavery by the GermanVittorio Emanuele III, to be reduced us in slavery by the German
super-power and to  be launched us to  the “scapezzo” (naplessuper-power and to  be launched us to  the “scapezzo” (naples
slang for suicide) against the British empire, that had to be alliedslang for suicide) against the British empire, that had to be allied
of this kind of Italy. And for you what is the fate touched to allof this kind of Italy. And for you what is the fate touched to all
the fascists and those that were reputed partisans that ran awaythe fascists and those that were reputed partisans that ran away
on the mountains using poor unarmed females to sabotage theon the mountains using poor unarmed females to sabotage the
Nazi troops, when the Anglo-American troops invaded Italy ofNazi troops, when the Anglo-American troops invaded Italy of
these traitors??? And these traitors keep on betraying the today'sthese traitors??? And these traitors keep on betraying the today's
people, that has been produced by the dead of hunger survivors,people, that has been produced by the dead of hunger survivors,
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survived to the massacre of the world war II. The Italian State issurvived to the massacre of the world war II. The Italian State is
traitorous, it is better that you thrust it in your head. And It’straitorous, it is better that you thrust it in your head. And It’s
useless  that  you  are  mistaken  repeatedly  by  the  deceptiveuseless  that  you  are  mistaken  repeatedly  by  the  deceptive
publicity-propaganda  of  television,  by  beautiful  complaisantpublicity-propaganda  of  television,  by  beautiful  complaisant
women that always stay where are so many but so many moneywomen that always stay where are so many but so many money
stolen to the people-subject-enslaved-consumer,  it  is  useless tostolen to the people-subject-enslaved-consumer,  it  is  useless to
marry women that steal you, destroy your life and the family andmarry women that steal you, destroy your life and the family and
women without values whose brain has destroyed by the mediawomen without values whose brain has destroyed by the media
and by internet, it is useless to confide in women of the Justice,and by internet, it is useless to confide in women of the Justice,
of  the  armed  corps  and  of  all  the  polices  if  they  areof  the  armed  corps  and  of  all  the  polices  if  they  are
psychologically  unstable  and they  behave  in  the barrackses  aspsychologically  unstable  and they  behave  in  the barrackses  as
well you know by the fact of PAROLISI. It is useless you studywell you know by the fact of PAROLISI. It is useless you study
hard to school, it is useless that you put in memory whole bookshard to school, it is useless that you put in memory whole books
of  text  written in Italian language by those  people  whom areof  text  written in Italian language by those  people  whom are
lavishly paid by the system, because the profits are gained by thelavishly paid by the system, because the profits are gained by the
bitches and the thieves and the traitors. Who is on internet forbitches and the thieves and the traitors. Who is on internet for
decades he knows what I want to say and I talk particularly todecades he knows what I want to say and I talk particularly to
one whom I cannot say the name. In the school  there is theone whom I cannot say the name. In the school  there is the
predicament because who teaches is perverted, but now for thepredicament because who teaches is perverted, but now for the
abundant use of these tools of communication and informationabundant use of these tools of communication and information
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all we are perverted and also the chaste ones, the virgin ones, theall we are perverted and also the chaste ones, the virgin ones, the
“pii“ and the correct ones, even though in the intention because“pii“ and the correct ones, even though in the intention because
there is difference among to say and to do obviously. However,there is difference among to say and to do obviously. However,
the  perversion  of  the  Italian  school  has  always  remained  thethe  perversion  of  the  Italian  school  has  always  remained  the
same  by  its  institution,  perhaps  it  is  saved  only  under  thesame  by  its  institution,  perhaps  it  is  saved  only  under  the
regency of King Umberto I, killed by an anarchist. Some teachersregency of King Umberto I, killed by an anarchist. Some teachers
of high school said that the school is teacher of life and in fact itof high school said that the school is teacher of life and in fact it
teaches that in the life if you want to become rich and affirmedteaches that in the life if you want to become rich and affirmed
and to have a place in the society you need to tangle, to deceive,and to have a place in the society you need to tangle, to deceive,
to steal, to psychologically subdue the next one and to do theto steal, to psychologically subdue the next one and to do the
opposite of everything that has written for centuries in the Penalopposite of everything that has written for centuries in the Penal
and Civil  Code.  The law is  applied  for  few,  those  they mustand Civil  Code.  The law is  applied  for  few,  those  they must
totally be stolen by the State. Who is inside he’s prosperous andtotally be stolen by the State. Who is inside he’s prosperous and
the others  are starved.  Today the Traitorous Imperat!!!  And Ithe others  are starved.  Today the Traitorous Imperat!!!  And I
repeat that my only on line novel must be read in metaphoric-repeat that my only on line novel must be read in metaphoric-
parabolic key as the parables of Christ Jesus when he talked toparabolic key as the parables of Christ Jesus when he talked to
his followers. And do you imagine because I have not publishedhis followers. And do you imagine because I have not published
it on paper and because subjects as Grillo are almost banished byit on paper and because subjects as Grillo are almost banished by
the  mass-media???  And  do  you  know  why  you  soldiers  arethe  mass-media???  And  do  you  know  why  you  soldiers  are
engaged  in  war  in  lost  foreign  lands  and  to  the  expenses  ofengaged  in  war  in  lost  foreign  lands  and  to  the  expenses  of
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whom??? And Do you know the masters of the system how theywhom??? And Do you know the masters of the system how they
react to how many say the things that I wrote to you??? Theyreact to how many say the things that I wrote to you??? They
Pronounce you total mental sick and they will put on you thePronounce you total mental sick and they will put on you the
hands  and then they  will  fill  you with  medicine-poison,  evenhands  and then they  will  fill  you with  medicine-poison,  even
trying to make you some secret experiment on the brain!!! Youtrying to make you some secret experiment on the brain!!! You
don’t imagine really how much money you must be paid by thedon’t imagine really how much money you must be paid by the
Italian State for the irreversible damages caused since your birth.Italian State for the irreversible damages caused since your birth.
They Have applied on you a fiscal code that serves only to depictThey Have applied on you a fiscal code that serves only to depict
you  as  matriculates  of  imprisoned-enslaved-contributor  as  theyou  as  matriculates  of  imprisoned-enslaved-contributor  as  the
Brigands made, before becoming such, when they were farmersBrigands made, before becoming such, when they were farmers
and they applied pressed in fire numbers on all of their heads ofand they applied pressed in fire numbers on all of their heads of
livestock!livestock!

5)5) It is written in some part on the Bible that "it needs to satisfy It is written in some part on the Bible that "it needs to satisfy
the hungry ones." Instead with the unity of Italy and after havingthe hungry ones." Instead with the unity of Italy and after having
subdued the State of the Church in Rome, that is The State ofsubdued the State of the Church in Rome, that is The State of
the house of S. Pietro, the perverse claimed liberals, directed bythe house of S. Pietro, the perverse claimed liberals, directed by
the Real House of Savoia, have used all the police methods tothe Real House of Savoia, have used all the police methods to
remove the bread from mouth to all now subdued and enslavedremove the bread from mouth to all now subdued and enslaved
subjects of the legitimate Kingdom of the Two Sicilies. Today thesubjects of the legitimate Kingdom of the Two Sicilies. Today the
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police  methods,  as  the  Watch  of  Department  of  Internalpolice  methods,  as  the  Watch  of  Department  of  Internal
Revenue, used by the heir of the Savoia, the false Italian RepublicRevenue, used by the heir of the Savoia, the false Italian Republic
founded  upon  the  job,  don't  do  anything  else  other  than  tofounded  upon  the  job,  don't  do  anything  else  other  than  to
remove  the  money  in  pocket  from the  poor  men,  fathers  ofremove  the  money  in  pocket  from the  poor  men,  fathers  of
family, and they give it to individuals that belong to a surper andfamily, and they give it to individuals that belong to a surper and
traitress  caste.  The caste  uses  its  police  methods  to  decoy,  totraitress  caste.  The caste  uses  its  police  methods  to  decoy,  to
induce to commit a crime, to forfeit the goods that a man withinduce to commit a crime, to forfeit the goods that a man with
family has conquered going around for harshly working, whenfamily has conquered going around for harshly working, when
them, those  of  the caste,  their  accomplices  and their  servantsthem,  those  of  the caste,  their  accomplices  and their  servants
jailers  are  in  their  luxurious  abodes  to  complete  the  mostjailers  are  in  their  luxurious  abodes  to  complete  the  most
perverse and libidinous crimes. They use their means to tag afterperverse and libidinous crimes. They use their means to tag after
you, to follow you, to investigate you, to record your telephoneyou, to follow you, to investigate you, to record your telephone
conversations, to analyze your traffic of dates on Internet, theyconversations, to analyze your traffic of dates on Internet, they
modify reality to their liking to insert you & to denounce to amodify reality to their liking to insert you & to denounce to a
judge who is against the people & pro the caste, they pillory onjudge who is against the people & pro the caste, they pillory on
the media like newspapers and TV, they remove from you thethe media like newspapers and TV, they remove from you the
dignity to be a man. You, man inserted by a claimed perversedignity to be a man. You, man inserted by a claimed perverse
liberal  that  studies  only  the  Italian  language  for  tangling  theliberal  that  studies  only  the  Italian  language  for  tangling  the
sincere ones,  the good ones,  the honest  fathers of  family thatsincere ones,  the good ones,  the honest  fathers of  family that
hold  to  heart  the  future  of  their  own  children.  They  usehold  to  heart  the  future  of  their  own  children.  They  use
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communist  ideologies  for  dividing  your  family,  to  put  darnelcommunist  ideologies  for  dividing  your  family,  to  put  darnel
among  your  brothers,  they  use  the  culture  to  subdue  youamong  your  brothers,  they  use  the  culture  to  subdue  you
psychologically when they don't have any dignity near Creatorpsychologically when they don't have any dignity near Creator
and  Eternal  God.  They  have  deposed  with  general  Josephand  Eternal  God.  They  have  deposed  with  general  Joseph
Garibaldi  the  true  observant  and  respectful  Christians  of  theGaribaldi  the  true  observant  and  respectful  Christians  of  the
Church  in  Rome.  They  have  contaminated  the  cardinals,  theChurch  in  Rome.  They  have  contaminated  the  cardinals,  the
bishops and they have introduced the immorality to check youbishops and they have introduced the immorality to check you
and to subjugate you. You suffer the hunger and they consumeand to subjugate you. You suffer the hunger and they consume
the most absolute perversions in their houses, offices, buildings,the most absolute perversions in their houses, offices, buildings,
castles  and later  they  take you for  the  "culo"  in  public  plazacastles  and later  they  take you for  the  "culo"  in  public  plaza
(Culo is ass,  I mean they vilify you). Your insurrection has a(Culo is ass,  I mean they vilify you). Your insurrection has a
sense and you try to force those of the caste in Turin, Milan andsense and you try to force those of the caste in Turin, Milan and
all those that run away in Swiss to return back the money to allall those that run away in Swiss to return back the money to all
the autonomous workers & LAND OWNERS. They must lowerthe autonomous workers & LAND OWNERS. They must lower
the 60% of all the consumptions costs like light, gas, gasoline,the 60% of all the consumptions costs like light, gas, gasoline,
naphtha, insurances, claimed taxes and “illeggittime”, pretentiousnaphtha, insurances, claimed taxes and “illeggittime”, pretentious
fines,  money  spent  in  nasty  games  of  State’s  monopoly.  Thefines,  money  spent  in  nasty  games  of  State’s  monopoly.  The
Italian situation is very serious and they go in Parliament and toItalian situation is very serious and they go in Parliament and to
Senate only to represent the rights of the castes of the capitalistsSenate only to represent the rights of the castes of the capitalists
and of how many have enjoyed their recommendations. They useand of how many have enjoyed their recommendations. They use
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the words of the today's clergymen and communist forgeries tothe words of the today's clergymen and communist forgeries to
hold you calm and subdued. After the war they did so, but todayhold you calm and subdued. After the war they did so, but today
their  nephews  that  command us  are  merciless,  without  heart,their  nephews  that  command us  are  merciless,  without  heart,
without religion like as the first Savoias. They want the taxes towithout religion like as the first Savoias. They want the taxes to
give you more services, but these services are not anything elsegive you more services, but these services are not anything else
harmful poor service that create the deficit  and the enormousharmful poor service that create the deficit  and the enormous
public debt that all our fathers have paid with the weat on thepublic debt that all our fathers have paid with the weat on the
forehead in every year of job and subjugation. They increase theforehead in every year of job and subjugation. They increase the
costs  of  the  public  services,  of  some  material  goods,  of  thecosts  of  the  public  services,  of  some  material  goods,  of  the
charges of management, of the expenses of maintenance of owncharges of management, of the expenses of maintenance of own
firm means, being low and miserable what you can earn. It is notfirm means, being low and miserable what you can earn. It is not
an Italian Republic founded upon the job, but on the theft, onan Italian Republic founded upon the job, but on the theft, on
lie, on the embezzlement. You must be all united ones and youlie, on the embezzlement. You must be all united ones and you
also win the struggles in saving the life of an individual , becausealso win the struggles in saving the life of an individual , because
God will keep in mind of it in the Kingdom of the Skies. AndGod will keep in mind of it in the Kingdom of the Skies. And
the  Brigands,  our  ancestors  and those  people  who have  beenthe  Brigands,  our  ancestors  and those  people  who have  been
slaughtered by piedmonts army has been climbed all in Heavenslaughtered by piedmonts army has been climbed all in Heaven
and they are beside our protecting Saints. You distrust from theand they are beside our protecting Saints. You distrust from the
forgeries doctors of the Church and from the forgeries ministersforgeries doctors of the Church and from the forgeries ministers
of God that you see in television. They are for wish of the Casteof God that you see in television. They are for wish of the Caste
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there. The last true legitimate King Pope has been and will bethere. The last true legitimate King Pope has been and will be
only Pope Pious IX that died imprisoned and dead of pain foronly Pope Pious IX that died imprisoned and dead of pain for
the total perversion of the claimed liberal of the red shirts and ofthe total perversion of the claimed liberal of the red shirts and of
the Savoias, ministers of Satan. Because of all those idiocies thatthe Savoias, ministers of Satan. Because of all those idiocies that
you see in the demonstrations you have seen last year for the 150you see in the demonstrations you have seen last year for the 150
year  of  the  unity  of  Italy,  our  ancestors  are  dead  in  wars  ofyear  of  the  unity  of  Italy,  our  ancestors  are  dead  in  wars  of
independence and two bloody world conflicts, ancestors broughtindependence and two bloody world conflicts, ancestors brought
to  the  slaughter  house  by  this  peculator,  police,  “schiavista”to  the  slaughter  house  by  this  peculator,  police,  “schiavista”
culture that you have now seen with your eyes, but that I alwaysculture that you have now seen with your eyes, but that I always
have known, because I was not ashamed when I was child to talkhave known, because I was not ashamed when I was child to talk
to  my  great-grandfather,  grandfather  and  father  that  haveto  my  great-grandfather,  grandfather  and  father  that  have
suffered as you these injustices and abuses of power.suffered as you these injustices and abuses of power.

You hold hard and you make to lower the cost of the gasolineYou hold hard and you make to lower the cost of the gasoline
and  all  the  correlated  services  to  the  Italian  infrastructure,and  all  the  correlated  services  to  the  Italian  infrastructure,
otherwise if you are exploited by the today's political tides youotherwise if you are exploited by the today's political tides you
have wasted the time and the strengths for  the usurpers  thathave wasted the time and the strengths for  the usurpers  that
want to have an imperialistic country that doesn't have any rightwant to have an imperialistic country that doesn't have any right
on the paper!!! Armed Forces don't serve to us workers becauseon the paper!!! Armed Forces don't serve to us workers because
in any way we have the right to defend us by aggressions ofin any way we have the right to defend us by aggressions of
foreigners States. They are used only to subdue us that we areforeigners States. They are used only to subdue us that we are
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not dependent of the State. In the world war II we have beennot dependent of the State. In the world war II we have been
defeated, invaded and our Savoia's King Vittorio Emanule III hasdefeated, invaded and our Savoia's King Vittorio Emanule III has
lost his face escaping with all of his nobles and ministers on onelost his face escaping with all of his nobles and ministers on one
and the other side of Italy, inducing you to slit your brothers andand the other side of Italy, inducing you to slit your brothers and
to divide you for decades. Attention, the State is traitor and itto divide you for decades. Attention, the State is traitor and it
doesn't maintain any promise. It returns back to you only Lie asdoesn't maintain any promise. It returns back to you only Lie as
it is, and is always been since that cursed year 1861!!!it is, and is always been since that cursed year 1861!!!

6)6) Returning to the discourse about High Italian finance, I must Returning to the discourse about High Italian finance, I must
say  with  so  much  sincerity  that  the  administrators  of  all  thesay  with  so  much  sincerity  that  the  administrators  of  all  the
societies that invest and they gain from permissible activity onsocieties that invest and they gain from permissible activity on
the national  territory,  other they don't  do to use the Savoia’sthe national  territory,  other they don't  do to use the Savoia’s
culture  for  starving  the  more  weak  or  the  consumers.  Toculture  for  starving  the  more  weak  or  the  consumers.  To
understand what I have intention to say, you can analyze wellunderstand what I have intention to say, you can analyze well
your RCA fees, that is the car insurance, that you have paid backyour RCA fees, that is the car insurance, that you have paid back
in the years without beating eyelash. We have paid thousand andin the years without beating eyelash. We have paid thousand and
thousand of Euros per year without being guilty at all to havethousand of Euros per year without being guilty at all to have
made accidents in base to bonus/malus class of worth, at least asmade accidents in base to bonus/malus class of worth, at least as
it regards the civil responsibility of autos. The discourse is worseit regards the civil responsibility of autos. The discourse is worse
for those people that have stipulated policies for the theft of autofor those people that have stipulated policies for the theft of auto
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or boat: you can ask around what is Bersani approval... they robor boat: you can ask around what is Bersani approval... they rob
you in  agency  with  a  hidden  method,  which  doesn't  keep inyou in  agency  with  a  hidden  method,  which  doesn't  keep in
mind if you have really been craftsmen of road accidents. If youmind if you have really been craftsmen of road accidents. If you
compare your policy with those stipulated in others Europeancompare your policy with those stipulated in others European
States, you will have the idea I have for a long time: in Italy theStates, you will have the idea I have for a long time: in Italy the
super-powerful persons exploit us because they want to live a lifesuper-powerful persons exploit us because they want to live a life
like princeps, which have been the Savoias. You will notice thelike princeps, which have been the Savoias. You will notice the
gasoline and his kins with prices up to the stars, as also the cargasoline and his kins with prices up to the stars, as also the car
and life  policies,  telephone bills,  pay  per  view TV,  gas,  light,and life  policies,  telephone bills,  pay  per  view TV,  gas,  light,
water, garbage, IMU, various town fines, claimed taxes. So anwater, garbage, IMU, various town fines, claimed taxes. So an
autonomous worker or an entrepreneur that has inherited a firm,autonomous worker or an entrepreneur that has inherited a firm,
he doesn't succeed really to survive if he doesn't enter the circuithe doesn't succeed really to survive if he doesn't enter the circuit
of  those  people  they  are  salaried  by  State:  and  also  theof  those  people  they  are  salaried  by  State:  and  also  the
government ones as you see in TV tangle in base to their abilitiesgovernment ones as you see in TV tangle in base to their abilities
and obviously they must be divided in base to the quantity ofand obviously they must be divided in base to the quantity of
money  they  illegitimately  gain.  >>1000  Euros  stolen  are  notmoney  they  illegitimately  gain.  >>1000  Euros  stolen  are  not
20.000.000 of Euros subtracted to collectivity!!!<<20.000.000 of Euros subtracted to collectivity!!!<<

7)7) In the zone where I live, organized delinquency uses often the In the zone where I live, organized delinquency uses often the
Police  of  State  and organs  connected  to  it  (even the  hospitalPolice  of  State  and organs  connected  to  it  (even the  hospital
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structures) to spy and to check the activity and the movements ofstructures) to spy and to check the activity and the movements of
those more weak they don't belong to some group: this type ofthose more weak they don't belong to some group: this type of
behavior has distant origins that must be sought in the epoch ofbehavior has distant origins that must be sought in the epoch of
the arrival of Garibaldi and of his claimed liberals in Campania.the arrival of Garibaldi and of his claimed liberals in Campania.
These individuals  generally practice against  the victim of turnThese individuals  generally practice against  the victim of turn
psychological  violence,  insult,  calumny,  defamation,  falsepsychological  violence,  insult,  calumny,  defamation,  false
testimony,  mendacious  declaration  to  complaisant  publictestimony,  mendacious  declaration  to  complaisant  public
officials,  theft  of  goods  and  even  of  immovable  properties,officials,  theft  of  goods  and  even  of  immovable  properties,
embezzlement of any object, threats and by armed hand, hits andembezzlement of any object, threats and by armed hand, hits and
beatings,  violation  of  privacy,  violation  of  domicile,  industrialbeatings,  violation  of  privacy,  violation  of  domicile,  industrial
espionage to make their friends firms advantage, production ofespionage to make their friends firms advantage, production of
forgeries documents of legal value, production of false banknotes,forgeries documents of legal value, production of false banknotes,
shop of drugs, sequestrations of person and cars, prostitution andshop of drugs, sequestrations of person and cars, prostitution and
clandestinity in flats of their doubtful property, poisoning, triedclandestinity in flats of their doubtful property, poisoning, tried
homicides and real homicides if not really slaughters. They Usehomicides and real homicides if not really slaughters. They Use
all  of  their  "polizieschi"  methods  to  insert  the  uncomfortableall  of  their  "polizieschi"  methods  to  insert  the  uncomfortable
innocent!!!innocent!!!

8)8) I hope gladly that the hard position taken by Honorable Fini I hope gladly that the hard position taken by Honorable Fini
makes to run well the complex machine of Italian State, trying tomakes to run well the complex machine of Italian State, trying to
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hold out movements like Lega Nord that other they don't dohold out movements like Lega Nord that other they don't do
whether not to hold broken in two whole Italy: we of the Southwhether not to hold broken in two whole Italy: we of the South
have not known well ever the history as also you to the North,have not known well ever the history as also you to the North,
which it brings to dangerous contrasts in situation of economicwhich it brings to dangerous contrasts in situation of economic
recession as  this  actual.  It’s  increased common crimes besidesrecession as  this  actual.  It’s  increased common crimes besides
those of fiscal discharge as I have seen in TV, they are even morethose of fiscal discharge as I have seen in TV, they are even more
enormous than I had believed. It’s happened cruel crimes for fewenormous than I had believed. It’s happened cruel crimes for few
coins and then the State of Police could incriminate the correctcoins and then the State of Police could incriminate the correct
one  and  the  innocent  only  for  revenge  or  for  retaliation  ofone  and  the  innocent  only  for  revenge  or  for  retaliation  of
offenses brought back in the years. The new government mustoffenses brought back in the years. The new government must
avoid to incur in extremisms they conduct only elsewhere to aavoid to incur in extremisms they conduct only elsewhere to a
possible total atomic war: my wish is that the West and the Eastpossible total atomic war: my wish is that the West and the East
find an accord on what one or the other must have, trying tofind an accord on what one or the other must have, trying to
pacifically share the last remained energetic resources. Who haspacifically share the last remained energetic resources. Who has
snatched the dominant thought of my only on line novel, he cansnatched the dominant thought of my only on line novel, he can
understand that a revenge or the retaliation or the embezzlementunderstand that a revenge or the retaliation or the embezzlement
or the aggression to a State that believes to be correct or that he'sor the aggression to a State that believes to be correct or that he's
really innocent and sincere, it can inevitably conduct to a bloodyreally innocent and sincere, it can inevitably conduct to a bloody
clash that will bring to the destruction of the whole planet. Godclash that will bring to the destruction of the whole planet. God
exists, His arcane strength is sending us more and more franticexists, His arcane strength is sending us more and more frantic
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messages: otherwise your children won't have your wealths and amessages: otherwise your children won't have your wealths and a
Planet  in which to  survive  anymore.  Only God can give  ThePlanet  in which to  survive  anymore.  Only God can give  The
punishment for a crime, the men can try only to recover him ifpunishment for a crime, the men can try only to recover him if
they have always the resources to make it, otherwise we return inthey have always the resources to make it, otherwise we return in
the years of Fascism: God will  punish us for eternity to havethe years of Fascism: God will  punish us for eternity to have
followed  our  lower  instincts.  The  women  of  Italy  mustfollowed  our  lower  instincts.  The  women  of  Italy  must
understand by now that they cannot allow so many things & theunderstand by now that they cannot allow so many things & the
vices  that  cost  to  whole  community.  The  law  of  the  newvices  that  cost  to  whole  community.  The  law  of  the  new
government must be unique and equal for everybody, it must begovernment must be unique and equal for everybody, it must be
more slender and direct, and jails personnel have only to try tomore slender and direct, and jails personnel have only to try to
understand because that  person has committed the crime andunderstand because that  person has committed the crime and
they must look for recovering him in the limits of the State’sthey must look for recovering him in the limits of the State’s
resources. It has written in the Gospel "Who is without sin, putresources. It has written in the Gospel "Who is without sin, put
the first stone": if you are correct judges, then you can decide thethe first stone": if you are correct judges, then you can decide the
fate of the criminal but not of the sinner, whom only God canfate of the criminal but not of the sinner, whom only God can
judge. A forgery judgment will bring the angers of God and thenjudge. A forgery judgment will bring the angers of God and then
many people will be the victims!many people will be the victims!

9)9) Everything you listen and you see above all in the Italian TV Everything you listen and you see above all in the Italian TV
in quality of newscasts, dossier, cultural programs of various kindin quality of newscasts, dossier, cultural programs of various kind
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and  information  of  mass-medias  have  only  the  purpose  toand  information  of  mass-medias  have  only  the  purpose  to
confuse, to disorientate, to deceive and to estrange from the truthconfuse, to disorientate, to deceive and to estrange from the truth
the poor televiewers among people. The mass-medias are calledthe poor televiewers among people. The mass-medias are called
such  because  they  have  been  studied  on  purpose  for  people-such  because  they  have  been  studied  on  purpose  for  people-
subject-slaves,  not  for  the  caste  done  by  those  people  whosubject-slaves,  not  for  the  caste  done  by  those  people  who
command us and become wealthy squeezing the sweat of  ourcommand us and become wealthy squeezing the sweat of  our
foreheads. We of the people are the exploited ones, we have onforeheads. We of the people are the exploited ones, we have on
us corresponding numbers  both the fixed telephone of  house,us  corresponding numbers  both the fixed telephone of  house,
both the numerous mobile cards we still buy on ours despite: weboth the numerous mobile cards we still buy on ours despite: we
are  itinerant  numbers  now.  The  publicity-propaganda  of  TVare  itinerant  numbers  now.  The  publicity-propaganda  of  TV
induces us to purchase some services and tools as for exampleinduces us to purchase some services and tools as for example
expensive  cellular  phones  they  don't  serve  anything  else  toexpensive  cellular  phones  they  don't  serve  anything  else  to
identify us on territory,  to record all  of  our conversations,  toidentify us on territory,  to record all  of  our conversations,  to
catalog all the friends with which we share ideas and even job, tocatalog all the friends with which we share ideas and even job, to
view our internet traffic for spying our habits,  our tastes,  ourview our internet traffic for spying our habits,  our tastes,  our
political  preferences,  even  also  our  SINS,  to  make  us  apolitical  preferences,  even  also  our  SINS,  to  make  us  a
psychological profile, to try to understand how to steal us evenpsychological profile, to try to understand how to steal us even
subsequently favoring their friends firms, that checks us or withsubsequently favoring their friends firms, that checks us or with
their  contemplated  publicity  ad  personam,  to  understand  ourtheir  contemplated  publicity  ad  personam,  to  understand  our
weak points to insert us in crime’s flagrancy and to forfeit all ofweak points to insert us in crime’s flagrancy and to forfeit all of
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our possessions through the polices of State when less we expectour possessions through the polices of State when less we expect
it. We keep on paying for being spied and repeatedly taken forit. We keep on paying for being spied and repeatedly taken for
the  “culo”  (culo  is  ass,  I  mean  they  kid  us)  by  any  type  ofthe  “culo”  (culo  is  ass,  I  mean  they  kid  us)  by  any  type  of
political faction that at times the mass-medias show us in war,political faction that at times the mass-medias show us in war,
but the true war is among us that we are exploits and we arebut the true war is among us that we are exploits and we are
disunited.  The  affiliation  to  the  caste  of  people  they  seem todisunited.  The  affiliation  to  the  caste  of  people  they  seem to
quarrel  in  TV  it  can  quietly  calculate  by  money's  quantity,quarrel  in  TV  it  can  quietly  calculate  by  money's  quantity,
treasures and influences they have accumulated since 1946 andtreasures and influences they have accumulated since 1946 and
they are inherited in decades by fathers in children. Today whothey are inherited in decades by fathers in children. Today who
commands the forces of communication and information, he alsocommands the forces of communication and information, he also
commands the banks and induces all the consumers in the mostcommands the banks and induces all the consumers in the most
total confusion. Internet as I have known it in 1997, it doesn'ttotal confusion. Internet as I have known it in 1997, it doesn't
exist anymore because who commands the television system heexist anymore because who commands the television system he
checks everything that can be transmitted and received throughchecks everything that can be transmitted and received through
the  web  and  for  which  checks  and  disorientates  all  thethe  web  and  for  which  checks  and  disorientates  all  the
consumers that would want to unite against the system. On theconsumers that would want to unite against the system. On the
web the motto in force now is: "Everything you will say will beweb the motto in force now is: "Everything you will say will be
used  against  you."  In  this  moment  of  institutional  crisis,used  against  you."  In  this  moment  of  institutional  crisis,
economic crisis but not as they paint us in TV, only the braveeconomic crisis but not as they paint us in TV, only the brave
ones can go on and remember that the system uses the smallones can go on and remember that the system uses the small
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mirrors  for  the  skylarks,  the  baits  and  unmarked  tools  formirrors  for  the  skylarks,  the  baits  and  unmarked  tools  for
blocking you and to get away all the civil rights, if it doesn't killblocking you and to get away all the civil rights, if it doesn't kill
you  previously,  when  they,  ones  of  the  system,  are  the  trueyou  previously,  when  they,  ones  of  the  system,  are  the  true
criminals!!!criminals!!!

 They  repeatedly  spread  in  television,  on  any  channel, They  repeatedly  spread  in  television,  on  any  channel,
statistic  news  about  levels  of  unemployment  in  Italy.statistic  news  about  levels  of  unemployment  in  Italy.
Diffused numbers are tragic, but a beautiful thing is that, atDiffused numbers are tragic, but a beautiful thing is that, at
the end, the reporters comment there is a great number ofthe end, the reporters comment there is a great number of
young over 33, that have stopped looking for job. They sayyoung over 33, that have stopped looking for job. They say
they’re "mammoni", that live behind their parents and theythey’re "mammoni", that live behind their parents and they
are scroungers. Have you ever wondered why did they beare scroungers. Have you ever wondered why did they be
super thirty y. o., without art, neither part, without power ofsuper thirty y. o., without art, neither part, without power of
purchase,  without  independence,  and,  even,  without  apurchase,  without  independence,  and,  even,  without  a
fiancée too? They have believed, as soon as adults, to thefiancée too? They have believed, as soon as adults, to the
promises of petty politicians. They have gotten, middle-highpromises of petty politicians. They have gotten, middle-high
titles  of  study,  have gotten even,  also  a  job,  mislaid  andtitles  of  study,  have gotten even,  also  a  job,  mislaid  and
recommended, have discovered also they have worked forrecommended, have discovered also they have worked for
paying   taxes,  then  they  were  kidded  by  all  those  thatpaying   taxes,  then  they  were  kidded  by  all  those  that
promised them and have putted them smoke in the eyes.promised them and have putted them smoke in the eyes.
Some have tried public contests, they have tried interviewsSome have tried public contests, they have tried interviews
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of  selection,  but,  being  unprovided  of  opportuneof  selection,  but,  being  unprovided  of  opportune
recommendation, they have been discarded, humiliated andrecommendation, they have been discarded, humiliated and
not valued according to their worth. The time runs awaynot valued according to their worth. The time runs away
and  destroys  the  minds;  we  are,  after  the  constantand  destroys  the  minds;  we  are,  after  the  constant
humiliation of  job vain search, after having lost it for anhumiliation of  job vain search, after having lost it for an
idiocy of a politic choice,  we’re...  without the strength toidiocy of a politic choice,  we’re...  without the strength to
still fight, without the push to change own destiny, withoutstill fight, without the push to change own destiny, without
the trust  in  ourselves.  All  this  for  many individuals  theythe trust  in  ourselves.  All  this  for  many individuals  they
practice  politics  for  creating  personal  lavish  sources  ofpractice  politics  for  creating  personal  lavish  sources  of
profit, for creating lobbies, for creating privileged castes, forprofit, for creating lobbies, for creating privileged castes, for
creating  jailers,  informers  and hired  private  soldiers,  thatcreating  jailers,  informers  and hired  private  soldiers,  that
must watch over the uncomfortable element, dangerous formust watch over the uncomfortable element, dangerous for
the system’s order: and the brief passage to his elimination,the system’s order: and the brief passage to his elimination,
I say, of the uncomfortable element, it  is the thin bridgeI say, of the uncomfortable element, it  is the thin bridge
that  ties  the  State  to  the  mafias,  to  the  rackets,  to  thethat  ties  the  State  to  the  mafias,  to  the  rackets,  to  the
criminal  organizations,  that  are  without  scruples,  withoutcriminal  organizations,  that  are  without  scruples,  without
God, subjugated to the power and the money. The greedyGod, subjugated to the power and the money. The greedy
taxes on the immovable properties, on the vehicles, on thetaxes on the immovable properties, on the vehicles, on the
types of insurances, on the types of fuels, on the domestictypes of insurances, on the types of fuels, on the domestic
uses, on the Iva of goods, on the income, on the job, theuses, on the Iva of goods, on the income, on the job, the
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fines, the records, and all the types of sanctions, the town,fines, the records, and all the types of sanctions, the town,
provincial, regional and national customs, the huge proceedsprovincial, regional and national customs, the huge proceeds
from all the cheated games managed by the monopoly offrom all the cheated games managed by the monopoly of
State, like Lottery, Superenalotto, poker and various gamesState, like Lottery, Superenalotto, poker and various games
on  line,  scratches  and  wins,  video  lotteries  in  pseudo-on  line,  scratches  and  wins,  video  lotteries  in  pseudo-
casinos,  they  serve  all  together  to  create  the  treasure  ofcasinos,  they  serve  all  together  to  create  the  treasure  of
State’s boxes, that serves to maintain and to give shamelessState’s boxes, that serves to maintain and to give shameless
strength  to  the  army  of  petty  politicians,  officials,  topstrength  to  the  army  of  petty  politicians,  officials,  top
managers, dependents, gregarious, bunglers, that, during themanagers, dependents, gregarious, bunglers, that, during the
day of their life, never forgive time to kid in public whoday of their life, never forgive time to kid in public who
doesn't  belong  to  the  group,  who  is  out  of  the  systemdoesn't  belong  to  the  group,  who  is  out  of  the  system
instituted for years.  The television has only a purpose toinstituted for years.  The television has only a purpose to
disorientate  the  populace  from  the  true  problems  ofdisorientate  the  populace  from  the  true  problems  of
everyday  life.  The  newspapers  have  this  function  too.everyday  life.  The  newspapers  have  this  function  too.
Internet allows instead to spread the truth, so the vertexes ofInternet allows instead to spread the truth, so the vertexes of
privileged castes want to fix with law-gag. Laws that give theprivileged castes want to fix with law-gag. Laws that give the
strength to polices preceded to control to remove from youstrength to polices preceded to control to remove from you
the freedom, to deprive you of your resources, to isolate youthe freedom, to deprive you of your resources, to isolate you
and to tell people that you are a threat for the collectivity.and to tell people that you are a threat for the collectivity.
Who can allow the luxury, he does it with voracity and heWho can allow the luxury, he does it with voracity and he
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rejoices  in  perverse  way  about  common  ache,  aboutrejoices  in  perverse  way  about  common  ache,  about
indigence of those they are not crafty, that don't know toindigence of those they are not crafty, that don't know to
steal  without  being  caught  on  the  place.  The  moneysteal  without  being  caught  on  the  place.  The  money
accumulated in the State’s boxes, of regions, of communes,accumulated in the State’s boxes, of regions, of communes,
and money gotten by European community in various titles,and money gotten by European community in various titles,
are  used  even  only  for  family  affiliations  business:  thisare  used  even  only  for  family  affiliations  business:  this
business, in TV, on the newspapers, and also on internet, isbusiness, in TV, on the newspapers, and also on internet, is
publicized as elevated importance public services. And manypublicized as elevated importance public services. And many
of you believe it and, so, also on internet the abominableof you believe it and, so, also on internet the abominable
kidding of  common mass-medias  redounds.  The over  33,kidding of  common mass-medias  redounds.  The over  33,
that don't look for job any longer, are the victims of thisthat don't look for job any longer, are the victims of this
mafioso and corrupt system, that removes wealths to whommafioso and corrupt system, that removes wealths to whom
has worths to give them to ignorant thieves, that have alsohas worths to give them to ignorant thieves, that have also
been able of putting us in danger with world super powers,been able of putting us in danger with world super powers,
whether destroying the national economy.whether destroying the national economy.

WAKE UP, PEOPLE!!! \M/WAKE UP, PEOPLE!!! \M/

10)10)  The National Sanitary System, as all the Asl (local sanitaryThe National Sanitary System, as all the Asl (local sanitary
firms) and hospitals of Italy, guarantees to whom operates,  infirms) and hospitals of Italy, guarantees to whom operates,  in
beginning  by  the  administrators,  managers,  doctors  and  evenbeginning  by  the  administrators,  managers,  doctors  and  even
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nurses,  a  conspicuous  economic  availability.  Instead,  It  hasnurses,  a  conspicuous  economic  availability.  Instead,  It  has
guaranteed in the last thirty years a hole in the boxes of State ofguaranteed in the last thirty years a hole in the boxes of State of
thousand and thousand of billions of Euros. If the State wantedthousand and thousand of billions of Euros. If the State wanted
to recover the money that it miss not to totally be declassed byto recover the money that it miss not to totally be declassed by
appearance of "State", it should investigate who has administeredappearance of "State", it should investigate who has administered
the Asl and hospitals of Italy and it should see well who has hadthe Asl and hospitals of Italy and it should see well who has had
the medical cares and why and if really sustained costs are real. Ifthe medical cares and why and if really sustained costs are real. If
the  State  is  able,  it  would  come  out  from there  a  gruesomethe  State  is  able,  it  would  come  out  from there  a  gruesome
picture and it would notice as the executives of the Asl, namedpicture and it would notice as the executives of the Asl, named
by the regional  juntas,  have accumulated treasures  during theby the regional  juntas,  have accumulated treasures  during the
years. And the State would notice by the study of every singleyears. And the State would notice by the study of every single
clinical  briefcase  that  almost  80% of  the Italian population isclinical  briefcase  that  almost  80% of  the Italian population is
sick. And a normal human being can never believe it. For whichsick. And a normal human being can never believe it. For which
inside the government hospital structures the clinical briefcasesinside the government hospital structures the clinical briefcases
are loaded of illnesses, evils, cares and costs that are not humanlyare loaded of illnesses, evils, cares and costs that are not humanly
possible.  All  of  this  to ask for enormous reimbursements andpossible.  All  of  this  to ask for enormous reimbursements and
financings to the State that then who you have understood dividefinancings to the State that then who you have understood divide
for creating undue wealths. The matter could be less serious iffor creating undue wealths. The matter could be less serious if
the doctors and the nurses didn't cause irreversible damages tothe doctors and the nurses didn't cause irreversible damages to
those  poor  victims  that  put  themselves  in  their  hands  to  bethose  poor  victims  that  put  themselves  in  their  hands  to  be
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helped: to understand enough what I want to say, you can readhelped: to understand enough what I want to say, you can read
the chronicles of Italian bad health.the chronicles of Italian bad health.

Revelations about medicine and health.Revelations about medicine and health.

Have  you  ever  wondered  why  do  they  do  so  muchHave  you  ever  wondered  why  do  they  do  so  much
propaganda around matters like medicine and men’s healthpropaganda around matters like medicine and men’s health
every  day  by  all  the  possible  channels  of  the  humanevery  day  by  all  the  possible  channels  of  the  human
communication?communication?

It’s  all  a big money’s  affair.  You must know that behindIt’s  all  a big money’s  affair.  You must know that behind
pharmaceutical  products  creation  there  are  somepharmaceutical  products  creation  there  are  some
multinationals that invest great sums of money: money thatmultinationals that invest great sums of money: money that
works  for  laboratory  experiments,  money  that  works  forworks  for  laboratory  experiments,  money  that  works  for
hospital  personnel,  money  that  works  for  technologicalhospital  personnel,  money  that  works  for  technological
medical  structures...  Yes,  so  much money and...  where  ismedical  structures...  Yes,  so  much money and...  where  is
money, there is the hand of Satan. When a man is badlymoney, there is the hand of Satan. When a man is badly
and wants to resort to the others help, Satan is the boss ofand wants to resort to the others help, Satan is the boss of
his destiny. Satan uses all of his demons to inflict pain andhis destiny. Satan uses all of his demons to inflict pain and
dismay to the man that denunciates an illness. Many of youdismay to the man that denunciates an illness. Many of you
are in disappoint to read me because you don't believe inare in disappoint to read me because you don't believe in
Bible’s sacred news. But I keep on telling you that Demon isBible’s sacred news. But I keep on telling you that Demon is
evolved  in  his  iniquity  in  the  centuries  and  he  is  moreevolved  in  his  iniquity  in  the  centuries  and  he  is  more
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dangerous and powerful than the era of Jesus Cristo. In thatdangerous and powerful than the era of Jesus Cristo. In that
time our Christ not only preached the Hebrews God’s word,time our Christ not only preached the Hebrews God’s word,
but  He  mainly  tried  to  chase  demons  from the  body  ofbut  He  mainly  tried  to  chase  demons  from the  body  of
whom was about Him and, therefore, to take care of himwhom was about Him and, therefore, to take care of him
hurtling the illnesses. For Jesus the illness in man is causedhurtling the illnesses. For Jesus the illness in man is caused
by  sins,  by  transgressions  of  God’s  laws,  by  falls  to  theby  sins,  by  transgressions  of  God’s  laws,  by  falls  to  the
temptations of Satan. Today, Satan owns with money thetemptations of Satan. Today, Satan owns with money the
medicine and the health of all the men on the Earth: all ofmedicine and the health of all the men on the Earth: all of
us were born in a hospital or clinic where we have beenus were born in a hospital or clinic where we have been
submitted,  together  with  our  mothers,  to  analysis  ofsubmitted,  together  with  our  mothers,  to  analysis  of
laboratory. The common analyses of blood, of urines, butlaboratory. The common analyses of blood, of urines, but
also  detective  ones  with  evolved  probes  are  writtenalso  detective  ones  with  evolved  probes  are  written
declaration  to  Satan  that  He  can  take  possession  of  ourdeclaration  to  Satan  that  He  can  take  possession  of  our
body. Look at this: when we’re born, if we are weak, we willbody. Look at this: when we’re born, if we are weak, we will
perish. It’s the law of Satan: only the strongest can surviveperish. It’s the law of Satan: only the strongest can survive
in  his  world.  And he  declares  himself  the  Prince  of  thisin  his  world.  And he  declares  himself  the  Prince  of  this
world.  The adult man must take care about pronouncingworld.  The adult man must take care about pronouncing
him sick, or worse, to be assisted by self-styled doctors inhim sick, or worse, to be assisted by self-styled doctors in
sanitary structures. The modern medicine is in the hands ofsanitary structures. The modern medicine is in the hands of
Demon. Money must pay the performance of the physician,Demon. Money must pay the performance of the physician,
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money  works  for  building  hospitals,  money  pays  themoney  works  for  building  hospitals,  money  pays  the
medications,  money  works  in  short  to  damn forever  ourmedications,  money  works  in  short  to  damn forever  our
body  and  our  soul.  And,  ‘cause  the  world  of  Lucifer  isbody  and  our  soul.  And,  ‘cause  the  world  of  Lucifer  is
produced according to hierarchies and divisions among itsproduced according to hierarchies and divisions among its
demons, also the medicine and the health follow this Hell.demons, also the medicine and the health follow this Hell.
In the world there are many States they have an own healthIn the world there are many States they have an own health
and,  as  everybody  know,  their  health  are  different  inand,  as  everybody  know,  their  health  are  different  in
efficiency from zone to zone. In countries as ours as Italy,efficiency from zone to zone. In countries as ours as Italy,
the health, which is expressed through local sanitary firmsthe health, which is expressed through local sanitary firms
(ASL), reaches the cruelest and merciless level of the circles(ASL), reaches the cruelest and merciless level of the circles
of Lucifer’s Hell: Italian medicine, unlike that of the mostof Lucifer’s Hell: Italian medicine, unlike that of the most
evolved  civil  countries,  kills  immediately  you.  In  otherevolved  civil  countries,  kills  immediately  you.  In  other
States, instead, there’s an appearance of being able to live aStates, instead, there’s an appearance of being able to live a
more few years after the declaration of the illness and aftermore few years after the declaration of the illness and after
medicine’s  intervention.  Moreover,  this  medicine  costs  somedicine’s  intervention.  Moreover,  this  medicine  costs  so
much money to all of us and it is source of lavish profit ofmuch money to all of us and it is source of lavish profit of
ones operate both behind the multinationals and openly inones operate both behind the multinationals and openly in
the hospitals, in the clinics and in the pharmacies. In thethe hospitals, in the clinics and in the pharmacies. In the
west,  who  maintains  the  medicine  and  the  weapons,  iswest,  who  maintains  the  medicine  and  the  weapons,  is
freemason.  The  freemason  is  child  of  Satan  and  hefreemason.  The  freemason  is  child  of  Satan  and  he
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contaminates with money the correct one to hand down tocontaminates with money the correct one to hand down to
the  people  the  vital  importance  of  his  medicine,  of  histhe  people  the  vital  importance  of  his  medicine,  of  his
health and his pharmacy. A few of rules is enough to livehealth and his pharmacy. A few of rules is enough to live
happy  and  in  harmony  with  own  darlings,  with  whomhappy  and  in  harmony  with  own  darlings,  with  whom
surrounds us. You need to know what to eat, to know howsurrounds us. You need to know what to eat, to know how
to think, to know how to behave, to know how to drawto think, to know how to behave, to know how to draw
benefit  by  the  word  and  effort  of  Jesus  Cristo.  Thebenefit  by  the  word  and  effort  of  Jesus  Cristo.  The
freemason, child of Lucifer, has introduced, by his science,freemason, child of Lucifer, has introduced, by his science,
new illnesses, new diseases, they didn't exist after Christ’snew illnesses, new diseases, they didn't exist after Christ’s
death. For centuries men fight illness by the food comingdeath. For centuries men fight illness by the food coming
from  the  terrains  worked  by  farmers:  fruit,  plants,from  the  terrains  worked  by  farmers:  fruit,  plants,
vegetables, tubers, trees, grass and the word of God, havevegetables, tubers, trees, grass and the word of God, have
calmed finally the wounds inflicted by demons, have savedcalmed finally the wounds inflicted by demons, have saved
the men from the illnesses, have allowed everybody to die ofthe men from the illnesses, have allowed everybody to die of
old age. old age. 

Do today's medicine, health, medications have the power ofDo today's medicine, health, medications have the power of
living us happy for a longer time for you???living us happy for a longer time for you???

11)11) Italy is a Republic founded on the trick and on the theft of Italy is a Republic founded on the trick and on the theft of
men that believe to be too much cunning and superior, and theymen that believe to be too much cunning and superior, and they
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write only laws to subdue the humblest and weak one. They arewrite only laws to subdue the humblest and weak one. They are
men that show off power, arrogance and they use the arms ofmen that show off power, arrogance and they use the arms of
police of State as if they were simple armed gangs under theirpolice of State as if they were simple armed gangs under their
penny and their command. They write and they make to publishpenny and their command. They write and they make to publish
commandments and moral behaviors that have to respect onlycommandments and moral behaviors that have to respect only
those  persons  among  the  subdued  and  ignorant  people  fromthose  persons  among  the  subdued  and  ignorant  people  from
years, since the year 1861, year of the violent and bloodthirstyyears, since the year 1861, year of the violent and bloodthirsty
annexation  of  the  legitimate  Kingdom Of  Two  Sicilies  .  Theannexation  of  the  legitimate  Kingdom Of  Two  Sicilies  .  The
racket  (camorra)  and  the  mafia  and  the  delinquency  and  theracket  (camorra)  and  the  mafia  and  the  delinquency  and  the
diffused prostitution in the south of Italy have had origin anddiffused prostitution in the south of Italy have had origin and
development  on  the  territory  starting  for  this  accursed  year.development  on  the  territory  starting  for  this  accursed  year.
Organized Armed gangs of criminals were and are still in affairOrganized Armed gangs of criminals were and are still in affair
with whom sits to the Senate and the Italian Parliament. Therewith whom sits to the Senate and the Italian Parliament. There
are  profitable  exchanges  of  the  gangsterism with  the  men  ofare  profitable  exchanges  of  the  gangsterism with  the  men  of
politics  that  today  use  the  beautiful  and  obliging  women  aspolitics  that  today  use  the  beautiful  and  obliging  women  as
personal  shield.  The  intent  of  who  commands  the  economicpersonal  shield.  The  intent  of  who  commands  the  economic
activities it is to subdue, to take in slavery, to ridicule, to defraudactivities it is to subdue, to take in slavery, to ridicule, to defraud
and to divide all those believe really in their depth although inand to divide all those believe really in their depth although in
what  they  read  in  the  Laws,  in  the  commandments  of  thewhat  they  read  in  the  Laws,  in  the  commandments  of  the
institutions  and  moral  behavior  they  advertise  by  centuries.institutions  and  moral  behavior  they  advertise  by  centuries.
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Today all the knots come to the comb, but they pay only thoseToday all the knots come to the comb, but they pay only those
that have been used by the malice of  these cunning powerfulthat  have been used by the malice of  these cunning powerful
men.men.

12)12) After there was the official unity of Italy in the 1861 year, the After there was the official unity of Italy in the 1861 year, the
Royals of house Savoia, the new nobles and their accomplices toRoyals of house Savoia, the new nobles and their accomplices to
their run started to instill in the people, attached and thereforetheir run started to instill in the people, attached and therefore
subdued  with  the  power  and  the  deception  too,  a  sort  ofsubdued  with  the  power  and  the  deception  too,  a  sort  of
Decalogue  of  subjection  between  the  oppressed  one  and  theDecalogue  of  subjection  between  the  oppressed  one  and  the
oppressor. This type of subjection was established through theoppressor. This type of subjection was established through the
murderous brutal force of the ordinary troops after the unity, butmurderous brutal force of the ordinary troops after the unity, but
also  before  when  there  was  the  invasion  of  the  Two  Sicily’salso  before  when  there  was  the  invasion  of  the  Two  Sicily’s
Kingdom by Garibaldi and his thousands, that they were not atKingdom by Garibaldi and his thousands, that they were not at
all thousand but more among bloodthirsty mercenaries under theall thousand but more among bloodthirsty mercenaries under the
penny  of  the  nineteenth-century  freemasonry.  The  invadingpenny  of  the  nineteenth-century  freemasonry.  The  invading
soldiers oppressed in base to their order of war, typical of thesoldiers oppressed in base to their order of war, typical of the
first years of the eighteenth-century: to kill who was in battle andfirst years of the eighteenth-century: to kill who was in battle and
he didn't surrender, to torture in public the rebels, to plunderhe didn't surrender, to torture in public the rebels, to plunder
and to put to iron and fire whole cities of  unarmed ones forand to put to iron and fire whole cities of  unarmed ones for
unique guilt to be sympathizers of the Brigands, to violate andunique guilt to be sympathizers of the Brigands, to violate and
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then  to  disembowel  the  women  for  psychologically  subduingthen  to  disembowel  the  women  for  psychologically  subduing
with terror their men and to induce them to accept the new oathwith terror their men and to induce them to accept the new oath
of fidelity to the new King Vittorio Emanuele II. The Brigands,of fidelity to the new King Vittorio Emanuele II. The Brigands,
that spread then in all the regions of the defeated Kingdom Ofthat spread then in all the regions of the defeated Kingdom Of
the Two Sicilies, died in battle and they died for the oath madethe Two Sicilies, died in battle and they died for the oath made
to the real house of Borbones and in particolar to the last Kingto the real house of Borbones and in particolar to the last King
Francesco II, "O Re Franceschiello", child of King Ferdinando II,Francesco II, "O Re Franceschiello", child of King Ferdinando II,
died this last a five years before the annexation of His Kingdomdied this last a five years before the annexation of His Kingdom
to the Kingdom of Sardinia. The Brigands hid themselves, theyto the Kingdom of Sardinia. The Brigands hid themselves, they
were in shed order and they attached in ambushes the ordinarywere in shed order and they attached in ambushes the ordinary
troops of Piedmonts and they ran away among mountains andtroops of Piedmonts and they ran away among mountains and
city castled in impervious places.  They made big damage andcity castled in impervious places.  They made big damage and
they involved as armed gangs of thievishes, for this the press ofthey involved as armed gangs of thievishes, for this the press of
epoch and then the books of school still paint them as commonepoch and then the books of school still paint them as common
criminals like as the camorristis and the mafioso. Instead, Theycriminals like as the camorristis and the mafioso. Instead, They
fought  for  the  oath  to  His  Majesty  Francis  II  and  for  hisfought  for  the  oath  to  His  Majesty  Francis  II  and  for  his
legitimate restoration on the throne in Naples. And they foughtlegitimate restoration on the throne in Naples. And they fought
above all up to death not to become oppressed of a new people,above all up to death not to become oppressed of a new people,
that they knew well, because the Brigands in time of peace werethat they knew well, because the Brigands in time of peace were
farmers and workers they traveled on carts in the regions of Italyfarmers and workers they traveled on carts in the regions of Italy
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to deal their products of fields, the fish and even machineries forto deal their products of fields, the fish and even machineries for
new  industry.  They  knew  well  that  the  Piedmonteses  werenew  industry.  They  knew  well  that  the  Piedmonteses  were
perverse  in  the  religion,  they  knew they  were  pronounced asperverse  in  the  religion,  they  knew they  were  pronounced as
liberals only not to have to undergo to the Church in Rome, theyliberals only not to have to undergo to the Church in Rome, they
knew that they practiced Masonic rites to oppress and enslaveknew that they practiced Masonic rites to oppress and enslave
the next one.  The Brigands knew it,  but they knew it  in fewthe next one.  The Brigands knew it,  but they knew it  in few
because  then  the  population  of  the  South  was  fascinated  bybecause  then  the  population  of  the  South  was  fascinated  by
mighty and perverse beauty of the army and all the groups ofmighty and perverse beauty of the army and all the groups of
dawning Kingdom of Italy. The Brigands knew that the coins indawning Kingdom of Italy. The Brigands knew that the coins in
gold of all the states of the center North have an inferior value ingold of all the states of the center North have an inferior value in
comparison to their Ducati:  vulgar gold and little  dimensions.comparison to their Ducati:  vulgar gold and little  dimensions.
They knew it, for this once they reached Milan or Turin theyThey knew it, for this once they reached Milan or Turin they
preferred to swap the commodities rather than to return on thepreferred to swap the commodities rather than to return on the
carts with reduced weight of gold! The Brigands raised up for notcarts with reduced weight of gold! The Brigands raised up for not
becoming enslaved of a oppressor poorer than them. The historybecoming enslaved of a oppressor poorer than them. The history
has agreed with them, the South is always poor and more andhas agreed with them, the South is always poor and more and
more plundered by the descendants of hordes of Barbarians, allmore plundered by the descendants of hordes of Barbarians, all
referable  to Masonic  Loggias  and the great  banking Institutesreferable  to Masonic  Loggias  and the great  banking Institutes
that, if you can understand, determine the value of gold in ouncethat, if you can understand, determine the value of gold in ounce
and they speculate on the misfortunes of poor “cristi”  like usand they speculate on the misfortunes of poor “cristi”  like us
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southerners!!!southerners!!!

13)13) The dark economic crisis of the west induces the caste that The dark economic crisis of the west induces the caste that
governs  Italy,  called  alas  the  "Bel  Paese",  to  operate  wildlygoverns  Italy,  called  alas  the  "Bel  Paese",  to  operate  wildly
against the weakest parts of the citizens. To tax in this way whoagainst the weakest parts of the citizens. To tax in this way who
he earned the money with the sweat  of  forehead,  rather thanhe earned the money with the sweat  of  forehead,  rather than
stolen  through  recommendations  and  clientele  relationships,stolen  through  recommendations  and  clientele  relationships,
provokes in common people a sort of psychological regress and aprovokes in common people a sort of psychological regress and a
fear to work honestly. The world of art and culture have had forfear to work honestly. The world of art and culture have had for
instance an arrest in the emotional push to create the beautifulinstance an arrest in the emotional push to create the beautiful
things that, even, someone with a type of elevated culture couldthings that, even, someone with a type of elevated culture could
purchase and preserve in his abodes. The Italian artists have topurchase and preserve in his abodes. The Italian artists have to
face  the  ostracism  of  an  army  of  recommended  "governmentface  the  ostracism  of  an  army  of  recommended  "government
ones" and not only, that have accumulated many money withoutones" and not only, that have accumulated many money without
any effort, whom, not having any perception of art and culture,any effort, whom, not having any perception of art and culture,
have the tendency to ridicule who intends to live of art. Therehave the tendency to ridicule who intends to live of art. There
are  many  artists,  especially  in  the  painting  sector,  theyare  many  artists,  especially  in  the  painting  sector,  they
exclusively work for passion and joy to create. They are artistsexclusively work for passion and joy to create. They are artists
that  have  invested  in  their  passion  and  now  they’re  withoutthat  have  invested  in  their  passion  and  now  they’re  without
money for being able to continue their spiritual and creative run.money for being able to continue their spiritual and creative run.
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The money and wealths, in Italy, are in the hands of whom isThe money and wealths, in Italy, are in the hands of whom is
without scruples, who is deficient of culture, of art, of passionwithout scruples, who is deficient of culture, of art, of passion
and who doesn't know really what is the worth. All the artistsand who doesn't know really what is the worth. All the artists
and of all the sectors are forced to beg near such individuals andand of all the sectors are forced to beg near such individuals and
they are  forced to  undersell  for  few money their  works,  theythey are  forced to  undersell  for  few money their  works,  they
created  even  with  so  much  effort  and  so  many  times  ofcreated  even  with  so  much  effort  and  so  many  times  of
application. Some, not having the fortune to be approved andapplication. Some, not having the fortune to be approved and
listed  as  true  "artists"  by  this  disreputable  and  corrupt  andlisted  as  true  "artists"  by  this  disreputable  and  corrupt  and
ignorant society, they, in a part of their spiritual course, beg andignorant society, they, in a part of their spiritual course, beg and
ask for few money in principal streets of Italian cities. I have seenask for few money in principal streets of Italian cities. I have seen
artistic  geniuses  to  finish  in  this  situation,  I  have  seen  ableartistic  geniuses  to  finish  in  this  situation,  I  have  seen  able
peoples they are run away for not seeing the others, arrogant andpeoples they are run away for not seeing the others, arrogant and
idiots of culture, rejoice about undue wealths that their friends ofidiots of culture, rejoice about undue wealths that their friends of
"State" have subtracted to collectivity. Italy has many evils, but"State" have subtracted to collectivity. Italy has many evils, but
abominable ones are the corruption, the arrogant ignorance andabominable ones are the corruption, the arrogant ignorance and
the cultural perversion, that as I have said already elsewhere it isthe cultural perversion, that as I have said already elsewhere it is
felt beginning from the school desks. The true artist, that worksfelt beginning from the school desks. The true artist, that works
in oil  painting,  in acrylic,  in crayons, in the sculpture, in thein oil  painting,  in acrylic,  in crayons, in the sculpture, in the
ceramics and in so many other beautiful artistic sectors that onceceramics and in so many other beautiful artistic sectors that once
in the Renaissance they did great among foreign countries thisin the Renaissance they did great among foreign countries this
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our poor Country, he feels deeply mortified. He’s mortified inour poor Country, he feels deeply mortified. He’s mortified in
spirit, mortified in the emotional push to create, mortified in thespirit, mortified in the emotional push to create, mortified in the
job,  mortified in the pride,  mortified by beings without  somejob,  mortified in the pride,  mortified by beings without  some
morals.  He  perceives  the  consequential  collective  anxiety  bymorals.  He  perceives  the  consequential  collective  anxiety  by
greedy costs to produce art and not only: prohibitive costs forgreedy costs to produce art and not only: prohibitive costs for
tools and supports like as canvases, the oils and the essences, thetools and supports like as canvases, the oils and the essences, the
colors,  the  brushes,  the  spatulas,  the  frames,  the  ovens  forcolors,  the  brushes,  the  spatulas,  the  frames,  the  ovens  for
ceramics, the rents for the shows and for the shops, but also theceramics, the rents for the shows and for the shops, but also the
costs  to  maintain  himself  and to  live  during  the  day.  Otherscosts  to  maintain  himself  and to  live  during  the  day.  Others
without any worth sail in the gold, instead: National executiveswithout any worth sail in the gold, instead: National executives
that perceive dizzying salaries of million of Euros per year, eventhat perceive dizzying salaries of million of Euros per year, even
also provosts of Art and Culture’s sectors, that, ignorant they’re,also provosts of Art and Culture’s sectors, that, ignorant they’re,
assert  the true artists  of  incompetence and shortage.  Do suchassert  the true artists  of  incompetence and shortage.  Do such
gentlemen have the right to judge the real and honest job in thisgentlemen have the right to judge the real and honest job in this
way, when they have read only a line of a book on the school’sway, when they have read only a line of a book on the school’s
desks  because  they  have  always  been  recommended  and,desks  because  they  have  always  been  recommended  and,
belonging to a caste, designated in the power’s vertexes???belonging to a caste, designated in the power’s vertexes???

14)14) The Piedmontese class of Savoia house, that imposed to the The Piedmontese class of Savoia house, that imposed to the
whole Italy, gathered by “risorgimentali” velleities to constitutewhole Italy, gathered by “risorgimentali” velleities to constitute
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an  unique  country,  her  yoke  and  her  command,  used  andan  unique  country,  her  yoke  and  her  command,  used  and
exploited  general  Giuseppe  Garibaldi's  villainous  initiatives,exploited  general  Giuseppe  Garibaldi's  villainous  initiatives,
whom,  as  I  have  understood  by  the  behavior  of  his  child,whom,  as  I  have  understood  by  the  behavior  of  his  child,
repented bitterly to have slaughtered innocent and sincere peoplerepented bitterly to have slaughtered innocent and sincere people
for  making  to  rise  a  usurper  and  “schiavista”  Kingdom.for  making  to  rise  a  usurper  and  “schiavista”  Kingdom.
Garibaldi,  after  his  exploit,  was exiled for  wish of  scanty andGaribaldi,  after  his  exploit,  was exiled for  wish of  scanty and
busybody briber Count of Cavour, who was now interested onlybusybody briber Count of Cavour, who was now interested only
in plundering all the wealths, the resources, the job of men andin plundering all the wealths, the resources, the job of men and
women of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies and then of the Statewomen of the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies and then of the State
of the Church. The Piedmontese nobles of new Kingdom of Italyof the Church. The Piedmontese nobles of new Kingdom of Italy
have created the false and hypocrite culture that is transmittedhave created the false and hypocrite culture that is transmitted
unfortunately upon the school’s desks in beginning by six yearsunfortunately upon the school’s desks in beginning by six years
of  age:  it's  a  culture  of  subjugation  to  whom has  duties  andof  age:  it's  a  culture  of  subjugation  to  whom has  duties  and
superior  degrees  to  yours,  culture  that  divides  in  classes  thesuperior  degrees  to  yours,  culture  that  divides  in  classes  the
society making enslaved the humblest or to their eyes the moresociety making enslaved the humblest or to their eyes the more
ignorant persons, culture that extends to defraud and to plunderignorant persons, culture that extends to defraud and to plunder
the rich land owner and even using the “Bersaglieri”  and herthe rich land owner and even using the “Bersaglieri”  and her
armed  forces  among  which  the  Policemen-Carabinieri  (Iarmed  forces  among  which  the  Policemen-Carabinieri  (I
Remember that these bodies have been being still in vigor forRemember that these bodies have been being still in vigor for
decades in Piedmont before of Kingdom of Italy) to violate hisdecades in Piedmont before of Kingdom of Italy) to violate his
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ownerships and to psychologically subdue him to the wish of theownerships and to psychologically subdue him to the wish of the
King and for which of all the nobles and those people have hadKing and for which of all the nobles and those people have had
hierarchically  degrees  and  concessions.  This  culture  ofhierarchically  degrees  and  concessions.  This  culture  of
“nozionistica” character imparted in all the schools has created“nozionistica” character imparted in all the schools has created
also a most, ironically, beautiful mind of history of Italy, like thatalso a most, ironically, beautiful mind of history of Italy, like that
of  the  teacher  of  elementary  school  Amilcare  Andrew Benitoof  the  teacher  of  elementary  school  Amilcare  Andrew Benito
Mussolini. He was Italian and he had studied what wanted theMussolini. He was Italian and he had studied what wanted the
Royals  of  the  "chiachiello"  King  Vittorio  Emanuele  III,  heRoyals  of  the  "chiachiello"  King  Vittorio  Emanuele  III,  he
understood that all the Italians had to have a part in the worldunderstood that all the Italians had to have a part in the world
and not to be badly anymore dealt by winning countries of worldand not to be badly anymore dealt by winning countries of world
war I and, he wanted so to bring a certain shine to the usurper,war I and, he wanted so to bring a certain shine to the usurper,
exploiter, “godereccia” ruling house: all the Piedmonteses didn'texploiter, “godereccia” ruling house: all the Piedmonteses didn't
want anything else other than to subjugate other people and towant anything else other than to subjugate other people and to
have so expansionistic and imperialistic yearnings. From here ithave so expansionistic and imperialistic yearnings. From here it
is born the desire to join a more subdued people in the centuriesis born the desire to join a more subdued people in the centuries
and above all  defeated by the Great  War which is  the nulledand above all  defeated by the Great  War which is  the nulled
“Asburgico” Empire that became the Nazi Germany of Hitler.“Asburgico” Empire that became the Nazi Germany of Hitler.
What do you think could be never the reaction of English UnitedWhat do you think could be never the reaction of English United
Kingdom that has already been empire since 1600??? Kingdom that has already been empire since 1600??? 

In two world wars we Italians have gone out more and moreIn two world wars we Italians have gone out more and more
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separated,  more  subdued,  more  poor  men  and  some  of  usseparated,  more  subdued,  more  poor  men  and  some  of  us
between 1942 to 1959 have suffered the hunger if not really diedbetween 1942 to 1959 have suffered the hunger if not really died
of hunger!!! But because the culture of the Savoia to subdue theof hunger!!! But because the culture of the Savoia to subdue the
least well-to-do ones and those less educated it extends also inleast well-to-do ones and those less educated it extends also in
the  schools  of  Italian  Republic,  we  see  a  great  crowd  ofthe  schools  of  Italian  Republic,  we  see  a  great  crowd  of
individuals  becomes  wealthy  behind  who  must  throw  to  liveindividuals  becomes  wealthy  behind  who  must  throw  to  live
working in the street among the people and who has not had forworking in the street among the people and who has not had for
lack  of  knowledge  or  groups  affiliation  causes  to  have  alack  of  knowledge  or  groups  affiliation  causes  to  have  a
government  place  of  employment.  Those  individuals,  that  aregovernment  place  of  employment.  Those  individuals,  that  are
escaped or for cowardice or for astuteness to devastating fury ofescaped or for cowardice or for astuteness to devastating fury of
Anglo-Americans,  have  been  climbed  in  desk  to  Rome,  inAnglo-Americans,  have  been  climbed  in  desk  to  Rome,  in
Parliament  and  in  the  other  offices  of  by  now  destroyedParliament  and  in  the  other  offices  of  by  now  destroyed
Kingdom, and they have started writing a kind of constitutionKingdom, and they have started writing a kind of constitution
and laws, that they take, by those of Kingdom of Savoias, butand laws, that they take, by those of Kingdom of Savoias, but
they widen the power to a crowd of new subjects that other theythey widen the power to a crowd of new subjects that other they
don't do to steal money for decades and decades to the People ofdon't do to steal money for decades and decades to the People of
Italy and in great way to the people of South and to bring it toItaly and in great way to the people of South and to bring it to
preserve secretly in foreign countries.  Do you think are thosepreserve secretly in foreign countries.  Do you think are those
honest citizens of Italian Republic (...even whose representativeshonest citizens of Italian Republic (...even whose representatives
we elect ourselves, as they tell, by “legittime” elections...) that dowe elect ourselves, as they tell, by “legittime” elections...) that do
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the  job  as  honestly  as  it  is  feared  in  some  articles  of  theirthe  job  as  honestly  as  it  is  feared  in  some  articles  of  their
Constitution? Constitution? 

The culture of Savoia, that as I have explained well it is handedThe culture of Savoia, that as I have explained well it is handed
down since  elementary  schools  and by  whole  garbage  that  isdown since  elementary  schools  and by  whole  garbage  that  is
written  in  Italian  language,  that  all  of  us  buy  too,  brings  towritten  in  Italian  language,  that  all  of  us  buy  too,  brings  to
mock, to deride,  to put in derision,  and to judge insane whomock, to deride,  to put in derision,  and to judge insane who
doesn't  concern  to  that  way  to  be  Italian:  to  make  youdoesn't  concern  to  that  way  to  be  Italian:  to  make  you
understand what I want to say see and record and analyze whatunderstand what I want to say see and record and analyze what
tells the manager spokesman of State Bruno Vespa in "door totells the manager spokesman of State Bruno Vespa in "door to
door tv program" on Rai1 in the evening and you will notice,door tv program" on Rai1 in the evening and you will notice,
over whether to look in face the people have brought us Italiansover whether to look in face the people have brought us Italians
to this economic-financial crash and they have given us the totalto this economic-financial crash and they have given us the total
mistrust of a country of European community like Germany (Imistrust of a country of European community like Germany (I
remember that in 1945 the two East and West Germanies wereremember that in 1945 the two East and West Germanies were
the  most  crashed and poor  men countries  of  "intiero"  world,the  most  crashed and poor  men countries  of  "intiero"  world,
because the  Anglo-Americans  and the Russians had destroyedbecause the  Anglo-Americans  and the Russians had destroyed
any building, industry and existing infrastructure and killed theany building, industry and existing infrastructure and killed the
90% of  fighting Nazi  men),  that  has  honestly  worked always90% of  fighting Nazi  men),  that  has  honestly  worked always
after the war and sadly for gaining the dignity to be a Country. after the war and sadly for gaining the dignity to be a Country. 

I tell you with my heart that I have been in Norimberga and II tell you with my heart that I have been in Norimberga and I
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have conversed there also with serious women and men and I tellhave conversed there also with serious women and men and I tell
you that they have said that we Italians use the tongue in mouthyou that they have said that we Italians use the tongue in mouth
to say lies, take for the "culo" (culo is ass, I mean we kid theto say lies, take for the "culo" (culo is ass, I mean we kid the
others) the next one and to steal how much we can snatch!!! Ifothers) the next one and to steal how much we can snatch!!! If
they chase us to kicks in "culo" from Europe and we'll return tothey chase us to kicks in "culo" from Europe and we'll return to
the  uniform of  the  miserable  lira,  my dears,  will  starve  therethe  uniform of  the  miserable  lira,  my dears,  will  starve  there
everybody, will already get depressed the social State like as ineverybody, will already get depressed the social State like as in
Albania, and I want to see if we Italians will smile or will stillAlbania, and I want to see if we Italians will smile or will still
laugh for the "stronzate" that they broadcast repeatedly in tv inlaugh for the "stronzate" that they broadcast repeatedly in tv in
Italian language!!!Italian language!!!

15)15) Today some people, those they serve the masters of the world Today some people, those they serve the masters of the world
and  all  the  “monopolizzatori”,  want  to  make  me  very  nervy.and  all  the  “monopolizzatori”,  want  to  make  me  very  nervy.
They  look  for,  they  investigate  and  they  want  to  snatch  myThey  look  for,  they  investigate  and  they  want  to  snatch  my
secluded  thoughts.  Through  the  technologies,  through  thesecluded  thoughts.  Through  the  technologies,  through  the
programs of pc, in the quality of new available updatings, theyprograms of pc, in the quality of new available updatings, they
start processes of investigation on my personal dates exchange,start processes of investigation on my personal dates exchange,
both in entry and in exit. They have twisted my operating systemboth in entry and in exit. They have twisted my operating system
and all the connected applications stopping the date of my pc forand all the connected applications stopping the date of my pc for
weeks to January 16 2012: not finding anything of crime in myweeks to January 16 2012: not finding anything of crime in my
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activity, they try to insert me and to report me to the competentactivity, they try to insert me and to report me to the competent
authorities. Nevertheless, I will stay calm because who checks theauthorities. Nevertheless, I will stay calm because who checks the
web and involved activities, he is the first criminal and he shouldweb and involved activities, he is the first criminal and he should
be careful of what he affirms because the eye of almighty God isbe careful of what he affirms because the eye of almighty God is
there on his head!!! Not could fight superior powers, I return tothere on his head!!! Not could fight superior powers, I return to
my  old  interest  that  is  oil  painting,  but  I  will  never  stopmy  old  interest  that  is  oil  painting,  but  I  will  never  stop
reporting to people of the net the embezzlements of old mastersreporting to people of the net the embezzlements of old masters
of the world against the liberty of information.of the world against the liberty of information.

16)16) I feel to have to say a sincere thing... sincere to how many I feel to have to say a sincere thing... sincere to how many
conceal  behind the most  ancient  Masonic  Loggias.  Obviously,conceal  behind the most  ancient  Masonic  Loggias.  Obviously,
they are not those of whom we have watched in Italy back in thethey are not those of whom we have watched in Italy back in the
years through our common mass-medias, like P2, P3 loggias andyears through our common mass-medias, like P2, P3 loggias and
so  on.  The  true  Loggias  of  Freemasonry,  are  those  theyso  on.  The  true  Loggias  of  Freemasonry,  are  those  they
command  indeed  the  whole  west,  deciding  for  all  of  us  ourcommand  indeed  the  whole  west,  deciding  for  all  of  us  our
tastes, our uses and customs, our ethics and behavior, our totaltastes, our uses and customs, our ethics and behavior, our total
obedience to whom has the power, the command and to whomobedience to whom has the power, the command and to whom
decides for us what is correct or is not at all. I cannot say abovedecides for us what is correct or is not at all. I cannot say above
on real Freemasonry, but I can remember only what our Popeon real Freemasonry, but I can remember only what our Pope
King Pious IX told about claimed liberals and how many wereKing Pious IX told about claimed liberals and how many were
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organized as freemasons: the GADU, great architect of universe,organized as freemasons: the GADU, great architect of universe,
that  adds  in  himself  the  God of  all  the  monotheist  religions,that  adds  in  himself  the  God of  all  the  monotheist  religions,
among which mainly the Jewish, the Christian, the Moslem andamong which mainly the Jewish, the Christian, the Moslem and
even the Egyptian, the GADU, I said, He doesn't want in anyeven the Egyptian, the GADU, I said, He doesn't want in any
way that we earthlings use the culture and the religion to lie toway that we earthlings use the culture and the religion to lie to
our  neighbor  (I  know  also  that  the  powerful  persons  lie  toour  neighbor  (I  know  also  that  the  powerful  persons  lie  to
themselves), for enslaving him, to torture him and to rejoice ofthemselves), for enslaving him, to torture him and to rejoice of
his defeat, even celebrating as princes on his decapitated head.his defeat, even celebrating as princes on his decapitated head.
The GADU doesn't favor the Evil, He doesn't want that in menThe GADU doesn't favor the Evil, He doesn't want that in men
is in force the law of the Prince of this World, that is Lucifer.is in force the law of the Prince of this World, that is Lucifer.
The GADU wanted to use Satan to make to reform the humanThe GADU wanted to use Satan to make to reform the human
ones about what is for them after the Wisdom Day: the will ofones about what is for them after the Wisdom Day: the will of
God has not been understood and Satan has done all of us theirGod has not been understood and Satan has done all of us their
children  and  about  short  time  we  will  be  all  called  to  thechildren  and  about  short  time  we  will  be  all  called  to  the
presence  Almighty  Father  to  be  judged  one  to  one  of  ourpresence  Almighty  Father  to  be  judged  one  to  one  of  our
misdoings. I remember that for the last living ones up to themisdoings. I remember that for the last living ones up to the
Wisdom Day the Christ of the Cross doesn't have any power,Wisdom Day the Christ of the Cross doesn't have any power,
neither all the Saints of our calendar, whom will be even ratherneither all the Saints of our calendar, whom will be even rather
the most merciless jailers  together with the Three Archangels,the most merciless jailers  together with the Three Archangels,
Rafael, Michael and Gabriele, that will still fight bloodily againstRafael, Michael and Gabriele, that will still fight bloodily against
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Satan, his forces (demons, “potestà”, princeps, ministers, grandSatan, his forces (demons, “potestà”, princeps, ministers, grand
dukes,  lords,  lieutenants  and  legions)  and  all  of  his  livingdukes,  lords,  lieutenants  and  legions)  and  all  of  his  living
children during the course of the world’s end.children during the course of the world’s end.

17)17) God is sending messages of death and fear on the Earth, that God is sending messages of death and fear on the Earth, that
you want to believe them or not. His number is 90, the "fear"you want to believe them or not. His number is 90, the "fear"
and in  the  cabal  the  sequence is  921 921 90.  Up to  you theand in  the  cabal  the  sequence is  921 921 90.  Up to  you the
interpretations.  In  truth  I  tell  you  that  the  earthquakes,  theinterpretations.  In  truth  I  tell  you  that  the  earthquakes,  the
seaquakes,  the  storms,  the  hurricanes,  and  the  strange  massseaquakes,  the  storms,  the  hurricanes,  and  the  strange  mass
suicidal  behavior  of  whales  and dolphins  are  still  now a  firstsuicidal  behavior  of  whales  and dolphins  are  still  now a  first
warning to the humanity that populates the planet. We still havewarning to the humanity that populates the planet. We still have
time to move the hands of clock and the time back to years upontime to move the hands of clock and the time back to years upon
1861, years when sincere and innocent people still existed. We1861, years when sincere and innocent people still existed. We
are still in time so that the prophecies of apocalypse of Apostle S.are still in time so that the prophecies of apocalypse of Apostle S.
Giovanni, the favorite disciple of Christ, is not now concretizedGiovanni, the favorite disciple of Christ, is not now concretized
for starting the process of torture of the demons of Satan, thefor starting the process of torture of the demons of Satan, the
beast, whose number is 666. We avoid that the seven seals beginbeast, whose number is 666. We avoid that the seven seals begin
to break not with the prayer, that doesn't serve to anything, butto break not with the prayer, that doesn't serve to anything, but
starting  to  treat  your  next  one  as  yourself.  You must  not  bestarting  to  treat  your  next  one  as  yourself.  You must  not  be
pursued the innocent ones and the humble ones. It needs not topursued the innocent ones and the humble ones. It needs not to
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exploit them to draw money and power. We must take care ofexploit them to draw money and power. We must take care of
animals and vegetation as God told us in the first books of theanimals and vegetation as God told us in the first books of the
ancient Testament. The animals are not monsters, above all theancient Testament. The animals are not monsters, above all the
dogs, the dolphins and the whales: the discourse changes for thedogs, the dolphins and the whales: the discourse changes for the
sharks, which resemble to today's men. I remember that God hassharks, which resemble to today's men. I remember that God has
intention to create the hell in Earth and to want you to see tointention to create the hell in Earth and to want you to see to
what monsters you are really: demons, clammy and repugnant,what monsters you are really: demons, clammy and repugnant,
cannibal, sadistic, bloodthirsty that will eternally slit the one thecannibal, sadistic, bloodthirsty that will eternally slit the one the
others. The whole Bible has been interpreted and read badly inothers. The whole Bible has been interpreted and read badly in
secula  seculorum  by  distort  ministers  of  God.  The  incarnatesecula  seculorum  by  distort  ministers  of  God.  The  incarnate
demons  have  angelic  semblances  and  they  appear  sweets,demons  have  angelic  semblances  and  they  appear  sweets,
humble, beautiful and in tuning with the next one: instead, theyhumble, beautiful and in tuning with the next one: instead, they
don't wait anything else other than to devour your soul and todon't wait anything else other than to devour your soul and to
bring you with them in the rotten waters of  the Kingdom ofbring you with them in the rotten waters of  the Kingdom of
Darkness.  The Immorality  that  reigns  in  the  west  is  the  firstDarkness.  The Immorality  that  reigns  in  the  west  is  the  first
cause that has brought God to take revenge of men and of all thecause that has brought God to take revenge of men and of all the
things He has created. Also I am victim of western immorality ofthings He has created. Also I am victim of western immorality of
which I am oddly attracted, but I have ascertained that I am onewhich I am oddly attracted, but I have ascertained that I am one
of  the  least  diabolic  sinners:  individuals  get  soiled  ofof  the  least  diabolic  sinners:  individuals  get  soiled  of
unimaginable crimes and they are also to the vertexes of power.unimaginable crimes and they are also to the vertexes of power.
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If you want that your children enjoy of your wealths, and inheritIf you want that your children enjoy of your wealths, and inherit
a  habitable  planet,  return  back  then,  start  the  process  ofa  habitable  planet,  return  back  then,  start  the  process  of
repentance and God will appease His anger!!!repentance and God will appease His anger!!!

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I report above the value of money in pre-unitary epoch in theI report above the value of money in pre-unitary epoch in the
South  of  Italy  to  allow to  whom is  able  to  meditate  and  toSouth  of  Italy  to  allow to  whom is  able  to  meditate  and  to
understand because today we have this situation in presence ofunderstand because today we have this situation in presence of
international economies.international economies.

18)18) W THE FAMILY (for those people they have it still today) - W THE FAMILY (for those people they have it still today) -
W THE BORBONE - W THE KING POPE - The brigandageW THE BORBONE - W THE KING POPE - The brigandage
has been a phenomenon of the South of Italy that has harshlyhas been a phenomenon of the South of Italy that has harshly
been abused by scholastic historical books, written by piedmont’sbeen abused by scholastic historical books, written by piedmont’s
winners  of  Count  of  Cavour,  who  has  contaminated  withwinners  of  Count  of  Cavour,  who  has  contaminated  with
deception and money the officers of Borbone allowing Garibaldideception and money the officers of Borbone allowing Garibaldi
and then the army of Piedmonts to proceed in their fools. Theand then the army of Piedmonts to proceed in their fools. The
ferocity,  the  inhumanity,  the  extermination  don't  haveferocity,  the  inhumanity,  the  extermination  don't  have
justification  and they  conduct  those  people  that  pursue  themjustification  and they  conduct  those  people  that  pursue  them
with a battered ethics to sink in horrid dark and after centurieswith a battered ethics to sink in horrid dark and after centuries
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we see the consequences. The real house of Savoias has draggedwe see the consequences. The real house of Savoias has dragged
the poor Italian people in two bloody world wars and the Kingthe poor Italian people in two bloody world wars and the King
"Chiachiello" Vittorio Emanuele III has given our land in the"Chiachiello" Vittorio Emanuele III has given our land in the
hands of the most merciless sharks, when instead he would havehands of the most merciless sharks, when instead he would have
been able to maintain his Kingdom for avoiding that, after thebeen able to maintain his Kingdom for avoiding that, after the
general  Badoglio’s  armistice,  the  people  of  Italy  went  in  thegeneral  Badoglio’s  armistice,  the  people  of  Italy  went  in  the
hands of men without God!!!hands of men without God!!!

19)19) All the coins that circulated in the Kingdom of Two Sicilies All the coins that circulated in the Kingdom of Two Sicilies
had a superior value in changing of the coins of piedmonts andhad a superior value in changing of the coins of piedmonts and
Lombardi usurpers that beat gold coins of only 18 carats ratherLombardi usurpers that beat gold coins of only 18 carats rather
than 24 carats!!!than 24 carats!!!

6 horses = 1 Tornese in Copper6 horses = 1 Tornese in Copper

240 Torneses = 120 Grana = 12 Carlinis = 6 Taros = 1 Plate in240 Torneses = 120 Grana = 12 Carlinis = 6 Taros = 1 Plate in
SilverSilver

5 Grana = 1 Cinquina in Silver5 Grana = 1 Cinquina in Silver

100 grana = 1 Dukedom (Thaler) in 24 carats Pure Gold! The100 grana = 1 Dukedom (Thaler) in 24 carats Pure Gold! The
coin of 30 Dukedoms weighed almost 40 gr. and was made outcoin of 30 Dukedoms weighed almost 40 gr. and was made out
of thin gold!!!of thin gold!!!
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The little gold coin almost 24 carats of 3 Dukedoms had theseThe little gold coin almost 24 carats of 3 Dukedoms had these
characteristics: 3.7900 gr., 0.9960 Gold, 0.1214 oz.. For which docharacteristics: 3.7900 gr., 0.9960 Gold, 0.1214 oz.. For which do
yourself the amount of pure gold they owe us, the piedmontsyourself the amount of pure gold they owe us, the piedmonts
and their accomplices,  that are the Insurances,  the Banks, Oiland their accomplices,  that are the Insurances,  the Banks, Oil
firms that have everywhere monopolies on the Italian territoryfirms that have everywhere monopolies on the Italian territory
and they create decompensations among the consumers,  all  ofand they create decompensations among the consumers,  all  of
these  to  advantage  of  Turin  and  Milan  and  also  Zurich  inthese  to  advantage  of  Turin  and  Milan  and  also  Zurich  in
Switzerland, where they bring quietly the blood bled from theSwitzerland, where they bring quietly the blood bled from the
arms of our fathers and ancestors: blood drawn by the injusticesarms of our fathers and ancestors: blood drawn by the injustices
of  their  armed  forces  that  are  only  armed  gangs  under  theof  their  armed  forces  that  are  only  armed  gangs  under  the
command of usurpers. This blood is the gold of the dukedomscommand of usurpers. This blood is the gold of the dukedoms
that today are a value of billion and billion of Euros/dollars, allthat today are a value of billion and billion of Euros/dollars, all
preserved  secretly  in  encrypted  accounts  of  UBS  bank  inpreserved  secretly  in  encrypted  accounts  of  UBS  bank  in
Switzerland!!!Switzerland!!!

If we calculate the economic damage that the Piedmontese haveIf we calculate the economic damage that the Piedmontese have
caused to all of us because they have induced millions of peoplecaused to all of us because they have induced millions of people
to abandon their own land and to seek fortune elsewhere for notto abandon their own land and to seek fortune elsewhere for not
to be oppressed by bossy exploiters without God, the damageto be oppressed by bossy exploiters without God, the damage
amounts  to  almost  million  and  million  of  24  carats  goldamounts  to  almost  million  and  million  of  24  carats  gold
Dukedoms.Dukedoms.
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20)  20)  The night’s thought: In Italy there are many roosters thatThe night’s thought: In Italy there are many roosters that
sing  and  obviously  they  steal,  but  not  as  they  make  us  tosing  and  obviously  they  steal,  but  not  as  they  make  us  to
understand by TV and by newspapers when they catch commonunderstand by TV and by newspapers when they catch common
thievish of hens. These last ones are put in media’s pillory tothievish of hens. These last ones are put in media’s pillory to
dissuade  the  collectivity’s  thought  from  the  true  evil  of  thedissuade  the  collectivity’s  thought  from  the  true  evil  of  the
Country that has secular origins: the corruption. Who doesn'tCountry that has secular origins: the corruption. Who doesn't
know what corruption is, he must know that is repeated theft, byknow what corruption is, he must know that is repeated theft, by
who administers both politically and financially, of huge sums ofwho administers both politically and financially, of huge sums of
money destined to the civil cohabitation in this State. Money'smoney destined to the civil cohabitation in this State. Money's
mountains  in  the  form  of  “mazzette”,  of  bribes,  of  realmountains  in  the  form  of  “mazzette”,  of  bribes,  of  real
embezzlements  they,  for  the  most  part,  take  the  road  towardembezzlements  they,  for  the  most  part,  take  the  road  toward
foreign fiscal heavens. In the last forty years you do not imagineforeign fiscal heavens. In the last forty years you do not imagine
really how many coins have been burnt by a great oligarchy ofreally how many coins have been burnt by a great oligarchy of
presumed petty politicians and their submitted ones. And youpresumed petty politicians and their submitted ones. And you
don't think that is only an evil of some regions they define "notdon't think that is only an evil of some regions they define "not
virtuous":  the  corruption  and  the  collusion  with  gangster’svirtuous":  the  corruption  and  the  collusion  with  gangster’s
systems are equal everywhere from the Alps to the islands. Thesystems are equal everywhere from the Alps to the islands. The
sinister individuals are too many that with dialectics they intendsinister individuals are too many that with dialectics they intend
to restore to health the Country, when after all they should go toto restore to health the Country, when after all they should go to
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cultivate  the  grounds  they  have  cemented.  During the  Fascistcultivate  the  grounds  they  have  cemented.  During the  Fascist
regime the Italian State declared to have some credits and notregime the Italian State declared to have some credits and not
public debts without end as today, but with this I don't want topublic debts without end as today, but with this I don't want to
rehabilitate the misdoings of Duce. The fascism belongs to therehabilitate the misdoings of Duce. The fascism belongs to the
past,  as  also  the  brigands'  rebellion  to  the  invadingpast,  as  also  the  brigands'  rebellion  to  the  invading
Piedmonteses.  According  to  you  why  every  time  that  to  thePiedmonteses.  According  to  you  why  every  time  that  to  the
Senate  and  in  the  House  of  the  deputies  did  they  proposeSenate  and  in  the  House  of  the  deputies  did  they  propose
outlines  of  a  more  severe  law  in  the  field  of  anticorruption,outlines  of  a  more  severe  law  in  the  field  of  anticorruption,
almost all the parties boycott the sessions and even as castratedalmost all the parties boycott the sessions and even as castrated
roosters  start  to shout  standing almost  climbing on the sand-roosters  start  to shout  standing almost  climbing on the sand-
banks??? But do you know that the Italian corruption is equal tobanks??? But do you know that the Italian corruption is equal to
that of Center Africa’s States like as the Ghana???that of Center Africa’s States like as the Ghana???

A honest man never beats those more weak, rather he looks for,A honest man never beats those more weak, rather he looks for,
in  his  possibilities,  helping them.  Instead,  we  always  see  thatin  his  possibilities,  helping them.  Instead,  we  always  see  that
someone who has an institutional charge unloads his impotencesomeone who has an institutional charge unloads his impotence
on the young ones,  the pensioners  and the weakest  bands  ofon the young ones,  the pensioners  and the weakest  bands  of
people.  An example is the continuous claims to the under 35people.  An example is the continuous claims to the under 35
ones  they  have  difficulty  to  find  economic  independence  andones  they  have  difficulty  to  find  economic  independence  and
therefore they cannot abandon their parents. They are definedtherefore they cannot abandon their parents. They are defined
"bamboccioni", "choosy" and even they are induced to abandon"bamboccioni", "choosy" and even they are induced to abandon
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the State and to emigrate in unknown Countries. The corruptionthe State and to emigrate in unknown Countries. The corruption
seems to be the evil of the last two years, when it has originsseems to be the evil of the last two years, when it has origins
instead, as it regards the Italian Republic, in the unhappy yearsinstead, as it regards the Italian Republic, in the unhappy years
of the postwar period. The Kingdom of Italy was chopped in soof the postwar period. The Kingdom of Italy was chopped in so
many regions,  provinces,  communes,  and the ex-subjects  weremany regions,  provinces,  communes,  and the ex-subjects  were
separated even in their same families. Small parliaments rose inseparated even in their same families. Small parliaments rose in
all the chief town to mirror the Tower in Babel that is situated inall the chief town to mirror the Tower in Babel that is situated in
Rome, the capital. There have been so many individuals able toRome, the capital. There have been so many individuals able to
speak the Italian language or perhaps understood such, that arespeak the Italian language or perhaps understood such, that are
divided before the money of Bank of Italy, and then those drawndivided before the money of Bank of Italy, and then those drawn
from the taxes, from the fines, from the duties, from pretensionsfrom the taxes, from the fines, from the duties, from pretensions
that honest workers paid for avoiding the clash with the police.that honest workers paid for avoiding the clash with the police.
Today they talk about corruption in Parliament, but not about toToday they talk about corruption in Parliament, but not about to
unify  the  Country,  to  remove  the  privileges  from  charactersunify  the  Country,  to  remove  the  privileges  from  characters
without some ethics and to send home whole battalions of menwithout some ethics and to send home whole battalions of men
and women that heat the armchairs not only of “Montecitorio”!!!and women that heat the armchairs not only of “Montecitorio”!!!

22) 22) The corruption of Italy has returned to the footlights on theThe corruption of Italy has returned to the footlights on the
strong powers table of European Union. They speak about thestrong powers table of European Union. They speak about the
cost  of  corruption  that  burdens  on  the  Italian  contributors:cost  of  corruption  that  burdens  on  the  Italian  contributors:
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hundreds of billions  of Euros per year? The corrupt ones andhundreds of billions  of Euros per year? The corrupt ones and
the  bribers  burn  money  as  the  old  vapor  locomotives  fromthe  bribers  burn  money  as  the  old  vapor  locomotives  from
beginning ‘900 did with the coal... and they pollute too, that isbeginning ‘900 did with the coal... and they pollute too, that is
they also contaminate the last remained honest ones! they also contaminate the last remained honest ones! 

It’s obvious that corruption is a common evil to all the StatesIt’s obvious that corruption is a common evil to all the States
members  of  European  community,  but  in  Italy  it  reachesmembers  of  European  community,  but  in  Italy  it  reaches
mastodontic levels. The corruption of Italy has millennial origins,mastodontic levels. The corruption of Italy has millennial origins,
if  we  are  agree  that  the  beginning  of  western  civilizationif  we  are  agree  that  the  beginning  of  western  civilization
coincides with the development of Roman Empire. Corrupt onescoincides with the development of Roman Empire. Corrupt ones
and  bribers  live  among  patricians,  senators  and  Emperors  ofand  bribers  live  among  patricians,  senators  and  Emperors  of
Rome, they didn't disturb money conquered beyond their "lex."Rome, they didn't disturb money conquered beyond their "lex."
In fact they wrote the law and therefore they could revolve itIn fact they wrote the law and therefore they could revolve it
better. An Emperor, Vespasian August, said: "Pecunia not olet!”.better. An Emperor, Vespasian August, said: "Pecunia not olet!”.
Then He repeated that to how many were disgusted in receivingThen He repeated that to how many were disgusted in receiving
dirty money, money drawn by slight noble situations. dirty money, money drawn by slight noble situations. 

In the medieval age, it was almost in a primitive social state andIn the medieval age, it was almost in a primitive social state and
corruption  became  synonymous  of  Barbaric  incursions.  Thecorruption  became  synonymous  of  Barbaric  incursions.  The
strongest and bossy ones established their personal laws and allstrongest and bossy ones established their personal laws and all
the  other  people  had  to  be  subjugating  under  death’sthe  other  people  had  to  be  subjugating  under  death’s
punishment. In the Renaissance, the papal and ducal corruptionpunishment. In the Renaissance, the papal and ducal corruption
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reached almost  refined and modern levels  like  nowadays.  Thereached almost  refined and modern levels  like  nowadays.  The
gold and the precious gems were hunted by who had elevatedgold and the precious gems were hunted by who had elevated
positions. The prelate behaved worse than lazzaroni of Naplespositions. The prelate behaved worse than lazzaroni of Naples
streets  taverns:  it  stole  money  and it  was  surrounded  of  badstreets  taverns:  it  stole  money  and it  was  surrounded  of  bad
women. The dukes and the knights didn't fight for ideologies,women. The dukes and the knights didn't fight for ideologies,
but for money, for ransacking and to cash in. Moreover, duringbut for money, for ransacking and to cash in. Moreover, during
the Risorgimento,  some centuries later,  the loot  was made bythe Risorgimento,  some centuries later,  the loot  was made by
Piedmont of Savoias in damage of the Two Sicilies: Cavour knewPiedmont of Savoias in damage of the Two Sicilies: Cavour knew
well how to plot the briber tactic that got off the military andwell how to plot the briber tactic that got off the military and
politic  stability  of  Bourbons  secular  dominion.  And  thepolitic  stability  of  Bourbons  secular  dominion.  And  the
corruption reigned then in the Parliament of the new Kingdomcorruption reigned then in the Parliament of the new Kingdom
of  Italy.  The  regal  decrees  moved  all  the  money,  all  theof  Italy.  The  regal  decrees  moved  all  the  money,  all  the
enterprises and all the powers to Northern States: it was born soenterprises and all the powers to Northern States: it was born so
the "quistione meridionale!" There was diffused poverty in thethe "quistione meridionale!" There was diffused poverty in the
South of Italy it forced millions of subjects, in following decades,South of Italy it forced millions of subjects, in following decades,
to emigrate toward foreign countries and particularly toward theto emigrate toward foreign countries and particularly toward the
North and South America. In the North of Italy, so they beganNorth and South America. In the North of Italy, so they began
to build new industries with the penny of Risorgimento’s loot.to build new industries with the penny of Risorgimento’s loot.
Italy,  a  few  years  before  the  Great  War,  was  defined  newItaly,  a  few  years  before  the  Great  War,  was  defined  new
industrial power. But a greed of power toward foreign countriesindustrial power. But a greed of power toward foreign countries
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by capitalists  and industrialists,  as  well  as  of  nobles  and howby capitalists  and industrialists,  as  well  as  of  nobles  and how
many  gravitated  around  the  Parliament  of  Fascist  Italy,  itmany  gravitated  around  the  Parliament  of  Fascist  Italy,  it
brought us the war and the devastation in our house. And so, inbrought us the war and the devastation in our house. And so, in
the postwar period the cards were shuffled in the Parliament ofthe postwar period the cards were shuffled in the Parliament of
republican Italy and new corrupt ones and bribers establishedrepublican Italy and new corrupt ones and bribers established
their  law,  behind  benevolent  cover-ups  and  fake  ideological-their  law,  behind  benevolent  cover-ups  and  fake  ideological-
politic  opinions.  The  corruption  of  Italy  has,  therefore,  thesepolitic  opinions.  The  corruption  of  Italy  has,  therefore,  these
origins,  because  who  reaches  elevated  public  positions  or  fororigins,  because  who  reaches  elevated  public  positions  or  for
overbearance or for public recognition he wants the power onoverbearance or for public recognition he wants the power on
the people, he wants much more money than he was allotted, hethe people, he wants much more money than he was allotted, he
wants to show its undue wealth. And the European Union mustwants to show its undue wealth. And the European Union must
be careful ‘cause the corrupt ones and the bribers grind money,be careful ‘cause the corrupt ones and the bribers grind money,
they burn money as the coal of the old vapor locomotives fromthey burn money as the coal of the old vapor locomotives from
beginning ‘900! And... they pollute as I said!beginning ‘900! And... they pollute as I said!

22)  22)  Italy  has  never  been  so  united  and  homogeneous  aboutItaly  has  never  been  so  united  and  homogeneous  about
frauds and robberies, illegality and corruption. We live and lived,frauds and robberies, illegality and corruption. We live and lived,
as I already said elsewhere, as in the best films of Neapolitanas I already said elsewhere, as in the best films of Neapolitan
Totò. However, Anthony De Curtis was a comedian and made toTotò. However, Anthony De Curtis was a comedian and made to
laugh both during the war and later. The Italians don't make tolaugh both during the war and later. The Italians don't make to
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laugh anymore. Those who get up fierce in the morning withlaugh anymore. Those who get up fierce in the morning with
conjecture to go working. Those who feel "fighi" (freak) becauseconjecture to go working. Those who feel "fighi" (freak) because
they belong to protected groups. Those who have titles of studythey belong to protected groups. Those who have titles of study
and important positions. Those who ask for favors, those whoand important positions. Those who ask for favors, those who
are recommended, those who always operate dishonestly withoutare recommended, those who always operate dishonestly without
being punished. Those who ask for money only to get papersbeing punished. Those who ask for money only to get papers
and stamped "scartoffie" (public documents). Those who practiceand stamped "scartoffie" (public documents). Those who practice
off limits & off topics charges. Those they’re children of... theyoff limits & off topics charges. Those they’re children of... they
get nominations and recognitions without any canon of worth.get nominations and recognitions without any canon of worth.
Those who always escape from troubles through dialectics andThose who always escape from troubles through dialectics and
resonant voice tone.  Those who boast  friendships in the highresonant voice tone.  Those who boast  friendships in the high
stairs of executive rooms of the world’s super powerful persons.stairs of executive rooms of the world’s super powerful persons.
Those who display honesty whereas they’re able of stabbing youThose who display honesty whereas they’re able of stabbing you
to the shoulders only for one more look. Those who organizedto the shoulders only for one more look. Those who organized
against  who  seems  different  from  them.  Those  who  believeagainst  who  seems  different  from  them.  Those  who  believe
they’re above the mass and they possess villas of luxury totallythey’re above the mass and they possess villas of luxury totally
unknown to the inventory and erario, automobiles and dizzyingunknown to the inventory and erario, automobiles and dizzying
boats  invisible  to  PRA (public  registrars)  and  the  insurances,boats  invisible  to  PRA (public  registrars)  and  the  insurances,
secret accounts that are not subject to the banks national rules.secret accounts that are not subject to the banks national rules.
Those who, when revealed in flagrancy of crime, call  lawyers,Those who, when revealed in flagrancy of crime, call  lawyers,
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judges, police officers and financiers for arranging everything injudges, police officers and financiers for arranging everything in
the best ways. Those who contaminate the honest ones and theythe best ways. Those who contaminate the honest ones and they
stop them in the profitable job for community. Those who makestop them in the profitable job for community. Those who make
noise, they display power and comfort and they insult the honestnoise, they display power and comfort and they insult the honest
"poor  cristi"  of  being  begging  gypsies.  Those  who don't  give"poor  cristi"  of  being  begging  gypsies.  Those  who don't  give
value  to  the  money because  they  steal  it  too  much and theyvalue  to  the  money because  they  steal  it  too  much and they
squander it for insipid things. Those who embarrass the poverty,squander it for insipid things. Those who embarrass the poverty,
they use the political ones to legislate really for self-advantagethey use the political ones to legislate really for self-advantage
and against  all  the  people,  to  which  they  continually  ask  forand against  all  the  people,  to  which  they  continually  ask  for
sacrifices. Those who revolve the taxes and they obligate to paysacrifices. Those who revolve the taxes and they obligate to pay
them to the unprovided ones with menace of sanctions in termsthem to the unprovided ones with menace of sanctions in terms
of banking usury, if they don't pay, if don't pay the amount ofof banking usury, if they don't pay, if don't pay the amount of
incomes that themselves use, then, to create own undue wealths.incomes that themselves use, then, to create own undue wealths.
Those who get  the most beautiful  women, those who kid theThose who get  the most beautiful  women, those who kid the
humble  ones,  the  consumers,  the  artisans,  the  workers,  thehumble  ones,  the  consumers,  the  artisans,  the  workers,  the
families, the children that must go to school. Those who cheatfamilies, the children that must go to school. Those who cheat
the most ingenuous ones, they use the television to hand downthe most ingenuous ones, they use the television to hand down
idyllic  fables  of  Italy,  instead  really  all  to  reconstruct  and  toidyllic  fables  of  Italy,  instead  really  all  to  reconstruct  and  to
"rottamare" (renew it)!"rottamare" (renew it)!
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23)  23)  The job’s thought (to add on my social meditations): WhyThe job’s thought (to add on my social meditations): Why
did a  father  be  forced  by the  system to send his  children todid  a  father  be  forced  by the  system to send his  children to
school and then to maintain them for years in university whenschool and then to maintain them for years in university when
then, he knows they will remain without having learned a honestthen, he knows they will remain without having learned a honest
job???job???

This is the dilemma of many fathers of last time as well as today.This is the dilemma of many fathers of last time as well as today.
The public school doesn't teach anything it can be of help toThe public school doesn't teach anything it can be of help to
young people in the job’s world. The Italian scholastic system isyoung people in the job’s world. The Italian scholastic system is
low in teaching of arts and works and, it creates only, perhaps,low in teaching of arts and works and, it creates only, perhaps,
men and women that speak, they chat in Italian language andmen and women that speak, they chat in Italian language and
they repeatedly offend themselves, as if it were an Italian sport tothey repeatedly offend themselves, as if it were an Italian sport to
speak  against  each  other’s.  The  graduates  of  any  universityspeak  against  each  other’s.  The  graduates  of  any  university
course use the dialectics learned in the years of study to onlycourse use the dialectics learned in the years of study to only
trick and to steal the next one and, when they are not abler of it,trick and to steal the next one and, when they are not abler of it,
it  opens for them the road of depression and then of suicide.it opens for them the road of depression and then of suicide.
Many,  among  quotation  marks  "fortunate",  see  the  politicalMany,  among  quotation  marks  "fortunate",  see  the  political
career as their salvation: in fact, in politics they can show thancareer as their salvation: in fact, in politics they can show than
what they have put in mind by the books, they can be strutted inwhat they have put in mind by the books, they can be strutted in
TV,  they  can  do  some  irony  and,  therefore,  they  can  stealTV,  they  can  do  some  irony  and,  therefore,  they  can  steal
unmolested everything the public thing draws from the burdensunmolested everything the public thing draws from the burdens
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and from the taxes paid by the poor contributors of Italy. Butand from the taxes paid by the poor contributors of Italy. But
only  some  fortunate  graduates  can  be  political  ones  andonly  some  fortunate  graduates  can  be  political  ones  and
Honorables;  for  all  the  others  there’s  nothing  in  the  greatHonorables;  for  all  the  others  there’s  nothing  in  the  great
industries  and  in  the  multinationals.  These  last,  after  havingindustries  and  in  the  multinationals.  These  last,  after  having
reached the thirtieth year of age, are out from the job’s market,reached the thirtieth year of age, are out from the job’s market,
but not for their age, but for the lack of correct education andbut not for their age, but for the lack of correct education and
also technique for being able to be absorbed in firms, factoriesalso technique for being able to be absorbed in firms, factories
and  industries.  I  clearly  tell  it:  why  should  never  a  greatand  industries.  I  clearly  tell  it:  why  should  never  a  great
entrepreneur  hire  some  self-styled  Italian  graduates  when  heentrepreneur  hire  some  self-styled  Italian  graduates  when  he
knows they would be of ballasts to his firm’s economic rush???knows they would be of ballasts to his firm’s economic rush???
In the handicraft firms, in the factories, in the industries of allIn the handicraft firms, in the factories, in the industries of all
types  it  serves  only highly specialized and seriously motivatedtypes it  serves  only highly specialized and seriously motivated
personal. The graduates of Italy make only chatters and in thepersonal. The graduates of Italy make only chatters and in the
world of doing they will never find place and if they will find it,world of doing they will never find place and if they will find it,
it  is  only to  clogging the economy as  today all  of  us  we areit  is  only to  clogging the economy as  today all  of  us  we are
seeing. But all these young people that study don't have guilt.seeing. But all these young people that study don't have guilt.
The true jailers are those they command the various offices sinceThe true jailers are those they command the various offices since
the postwar period already: why don't they ever begin to reformthe postwar period already: why don't they ever begin to reform
the Italian school beginning from obligation’s one and then thethe Italian school beginning from obligation’s one and then the
university???  What  do  they  wait  for  building  next  to  theuniversity???  What  do  they  wait  for  building  next  to  the
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industries  school  campus  that  create  young  specialized  andindustries  school  campus  that  create  young  specialized  and
highly motivated workers, that when also they were not assumed,highly motivated workers, that when also they were not assumed,
at least ten of theirs they could unite for creating something ofat least ten of theirs they could unite for creating something of
profit  to  the  collectivity???  What  do  they  serve  all  theseprofit  to  the  collectivity???  What  do  they  serve  all  these
examinations and titles of study that the system wants to buckleexaminations and titles of study that the system wants to buckle
to all the young people of Italy??? In the Renaissance we haveto all the young people of Italy??? In the Renaissance we have
had many geniuses unknown too in all the sectors of the art ofhad many geniuses unknown too in all the sectors of the art of
making, and I want to remember among those only Leonardomaking, and I want to remember among those only Leonardo
from Vinci, they have studied never in a public school, but theyfrom Vinci, they have studied never in a public school, but they
followed together the shops of great and small teachers that werefollowed together the shops of great and small teachers that were
disseminated in all the dukedoms and little states of Italy: anddisseminated in all the dukedoms and little states of Italy: and
today whole world studies and still admires their works. today whole world studies and still admires their works. 

The today's system is defeatist; it creates only monsters that chatThe today's system is defeatist; it creates only monsters that chat
with so many badges and no true "master" that makes his jobwith so many badges and no true "master" that makes his job
honestly!!!honestly!!!

««Dressed you again — the apostle S. Paul says —Dressed you again — the apostle S. Paul says —
of God's armor to be able to face the traps of devil, because our struggle is not only with theof God's armor to be able to face the traps of devil, because our struggle is not only with the
blood  and  with  the  meat,  but  against  the  Principalities  and  the  “Potestà”,  against  theblood  and  with  the  meat,  but  against  the  Principalities  and  the  “Potestà”,  against  the
dominators of the darkness, against the malignant spirits of the airdominators of the darkness, against the malignant spirits of the air »» Ef 6, 11 -12. Ef 6, 11 -12.
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